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for everything in..

Completely

Rebuilt, re-screened, re-aluminised

Television tubes

Suffolk & midland lead the way!
Regular buyers of Suffolk and Midland Tubes have learnt to rely on their outstanding quality.

Every tube guaranteed 12 months with proved PERFORMANCE & RELIABILITY

PRICES FROM £4.10.0 EACH— WRITE FOR BROCHURE

SUFFOLK TUBES LTD - MIDLAND TUBES LTD
13 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD
PUTNEY, LONDON, S.W.I5

Tel: Vandyke 4304 5267

THE LARGEST INDEPENDENT

477 483 OLDHAM ROAD
MANCHESTER 10

Te/: Coll/hurst 4412

REBUILDERS in the u.k

IIUHIMIl
- THE LATEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

Have you sent for your copy?
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
is a highly informative js6-page guide to

the best paid engineering posts. It tells

you how you can quickly prepare at home
for a recognised engineering qualification

and outlines a wonderful range of modem
Home Study Courses in all branches of
Engineering. This unique book also gives

full details of the Practical Radio & Elec-

tronics Courses, administered by our
Specialist Electronics Training Division

—

the B.l.E. T. School of Electronics, explains

the benefits of our Employment Dept. and
shows you how to qualify for five years
promotion in one year.

We definitely Guarantee

"NO PASS—NO FEE'9

Wlmtover your ace or txwrienoe. von uantiot nfford

m miu maditui tbin famous book. U jou am sarcitis

leu lbin £30 a mi. wad lor four oora ol

KKGIXEKRISfl OPPOHTUMITUB" tod*;

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY

(Dept. SE 20), 29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING ORGANISATION OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

WHICH IS YOUR
PET SUBJECT ?

Mechtnlcal Eng..
I Eng..

Civil Engineering,
Radio Engineering,
Automobile Ent..
Aeronautical Eng.,
Production Eng.,

Building. PlastSca,

Draughtsmanship.
Televiiion, etc.

GET SOME
LETTERS AFTER
YOUR NAME!

A.JU.Meou-E.
A.M.I.CE.

A.M.I.Frod.B.
A.M.I.M.L
A.I.O.B.

A.MXE.RJI
Cit, ft Gullda

Q«ll, Cert. Ot Eduwallin
Etc . fllB.

SSSft
Bnilr- FtjeaWl ktnl Ckuou*
tio Oontwa tor beeiuuois lo

Radio, T.V.. Electro Diet,

Eta.. A.M.LE.EJ1. Ciij *
GnUda

Radio AmAteoii 1 *?».*»*

R.T.E.8. C*jtlflcst*

P.M.G. Crimean.
Ptaotioii Medio

Radio at TeleriatoB SbhIcuw
Practical Electronics

EJeotrooiea Enffiaeerroj;

A i] loma I I'm

INCLUDING
TOOLS!

:rcmct I
B.I.E.T.

HOW afftri jjou a
tral laboratory train-
ing at hflmt with
practical tquipmtrtt.
Atk far detoilt

B.I.E.T.
SCHOOL OF
ELECTRONICS

Please send me your FREE t56-page

"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

(Write if jou prefer not to Cut page)

NAME

ADDRESS

SUBJECT OR EXAM
THAT INTERESTS ME
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D. & B. TELEVISION (WIMBLEDON) LTD,
(31 KINGSTON ROAD, SOUTH WIMBLEDON,

LONDON, S.W.I9. 'Phone: CHErrywood 3955 and 3513

EKCO'FERRANTI L.O.P.T. SHROUDS. Top half onU
Brand new. Bulk purchase offer. ONLY 4'4 each P.P
I '-. With instructions.

REBUILT C.R. TUBES. All makes. All with 12 roths, guarantee.
To the h.ghost possible standards. 12". £2.10, 14*. £3, 17',

£3. IS. Can. & lr.s. I2'6. No C.O.D. C.W.O. only.

ALBA
XWI.TE44, T7-J4FU. T744KM at 62/-
TSM, T909. T71? at 50/-

BKETHOVES
BlftU. B109. '>08 ... .... at 50/-

BtJSH
TV«3, TV-iri. TV.vr. TVflfts M59. HJGA9, TVOa TV83. TVttti,
TVi)7. TCate, Mi39 TUOW. Thw are anpplkij a- in«CT1«
oniv si 357-

COSSOB
K1TA. 930. «;;i S33. 934. H:i.V 987, 988, 9S»A. 939FA ., ill 5Sf-
8411 t"4'J. 94'„>A, 94a, 944, 046 ,li . 52(8
94a. »45E. H4S

, . . ai 80/-
DECCA

DM1. DM*U. DM3. DM4. DK4/C. DMS. DM14. DM 1 7. 444 683 »t 68/-
Ust'-i. DH40. DM53. l)M3ri ... at 58/-
DM'JK*, Li%U;-JI ..... at T0/-
DM2SJC, DKlit, s"KtJ!TV777. BBGTVflflO .... at 79/6

DYNATBON
TV38. TV33 » 487-

EBCO
Tfjai, Tcatm, T2oy t. T2si. Tasi. Taair, t-249 t.
flwra. T-iss, T0S4, t-_tis, ran. ;

fpO, T330F. TS»1. TCG:;:i7. TMB'J.-J. T344. T.l-Hi
1

1 ::--.

TS48F, T3B8, TC313. T81S, TaiSF, T3.H.V .. ,, at 48/-
EHERSON

£700." E701. f',704, ETfkS. P.irt-O-KaiBu B70? . . .

.

at 48?-
BHM, E7i(j. Kill. Tae*« aj^ supplied at an en&aoga unit oi on
bi' 'ufipjiii.j a., nil Insert . . . . . . . . .

... 30/ -

FERGUSON
4,71'. 4j4T ,

.

,

.

.

.

at 85/-
'. k03T, klilT. 133T, 14«T, 14JiT 14.".T. SPOT, SfiJT :

W*::'l'. S94T. !t».i r, 99H r, 9973 . B8S1 Mi ' &}i

204T. IJOaT, 306T. UHT. -J35T. VrfT. 244T. SWT .. :.i 65/-
tTaad »liE-n available .

,

,

,

.

,

. . a; 3Q/-
30CT.307T, SIST 317T 66/-
«©€T. 308T 48'-
40UT, 408T, 4k(IT. 4SST, 4SST, 405T. 407T .. .. al 00/-
609 Series (KI4T al gfi/-

WE HAVE MANY THOUSANDS MORE L.O.PXS
S.A.E. FOR

FERKANTI
I JT-J. UTS, HT3F. 14T4. 14T4F. I4T3, 14T6. 17K3, 17K8F. 17*8,

- -F. 17K6, 178X8,
ITSK.6, 17H. L7T4F, 17T5. 17T6. Taeee ate supplied as inecrtit

. , ,

,

£>t

•J'luni, T100S, T1002/1. T1004, T100B, T1011 .. .. at
T1012. TI0S8. 11924, TMB? at

HJtV.
i-rt5 k"fia at
1070. i- : 1S74.187S 1878 , at.

MARCONI
\T[.' VT150 .. at

MURPHY
V -J 4 i.i- _';, 1

1

%•.-;•• aso
v»io-sao, 330, 330
Tlli-4-?M

47<l-J-ill

113ft- 7.S

PETO SCOTT
J4SA. THIS, 17BA, TV14W, 173A, TV141C. T1418, T1419,
rVlT16. TX'1710, TV17« al
i ttiit supplied »)• IIHMIfa odJt.

PHILCO
it at

IUI0 .. at
ar

HEOENTONE
T14 10-a, 10-4, 10-17. Inwrtt o*ly ,. ,, „ M

ULTRA
I4n;i, VF14-S3, Vls-60. Vk7:,o. V17M. V17.J3. VI 7(10

\ K>7ua
W B17«B, V 17153, VlTtH. V2X-90. VS1-68, Y^ICO ..
V17-70, VI7.71. V17-7'-'. 717-73, V17.7I. \ 17-70
V17M '

'-'.

V 19=80, Vlfl-84, Vl9-,«
v-.'3->0 W:i-m

30/-
«/-
83/-

48/-
50/-

48/8

azm
Wh
98/-

111/8
96/-

111/6

Ziil-

7S/6
76/-
78/8

30/-

4S/6
4S/6
80/-
63/6
42/8
80/-
85f-

. AND S COILS NEVVVJMD USED. PLEASE SEND
QUOTATION

L

TELEVISIONS— EX-RENTAL. All BBC. I.T.V. Uin. from £4.10.0. I7in. from
£7.10.0. 21 in. from £12.10.0. AM with written 12 months GUARANTEE on
Cathode Ray Tubes. GENUINE BARGAINS, CALL OR WRITE TODAV.

VALVE LISTS—NEW VALVES. ALL CHECKED ON MULLARD HIGH SPEED TESTER, AND
GUARANTEED 3 MONTHS. POSTAGE AND PACKING VALVES fid. EACH.

5U4G S'6

5Z3 S'3

6BG6 G *'3

6SN7GT 3'-

6V6 5'

6

I0CI 7'6

I0C2 10'-

I0FI 2'6
I0PI3 *'-

I0PI4 »'6
(9BG6.G 6<-

20DI 4>-

20F2 4'i
20LI 10'-

20PI 7'6

20P3 6'-

20P4 JO'-

27SU 12'

6

30CI5 7'6

30P4 7'6

30PI2 5'6

30PL1 6 '6

30PL 1

3

7'4

DAF9I 6'-

DAF96 8'-

DF9I 7'-

DF96 8'-

DH77 A'9
DK9I V-
DK96 8'-

DL92 5'-

DL94 8'-

DL96 8'-

DY86 5'-

EABC80 6 6

EB9I 1>-

EBC4I S'6
EBFB0 5'-

EBF89 $'-

Eccei 4'-

ECC82 4V-

ECC83 4 '6

ECC84 P-
ECC85 56
ECF80 S'-

ECF82 S'6
ECH2I 9>-

ECH42 7'6

ECHSI 6'6

ECL8C 5'-

ECL82 7'-

ECL83 7 '6

ECL86 8'6
EF4] *'3
F.F30 2'6
EfBS 4'D
EFS6 6'6

EF89 7'6

EF9I 2'-

EF92 V6
EF4I 7'6

EL84 6'6

EM34 7'-

EMSt S'-

EYSI S'-

EY86 6'-

EZ 40-41 S'6

EZ80-81 S'6

GZ34 66
to 6 p,m.— 1

PABC80 5'-

PCC84 6 '6

PCC89 6-6

PCF80 6 '6

PCFB2 6'6

PCF86 6 6

PCL82 7'-

PCL83 7'4
PCL84 7 '4

PCL8S 7'4
PL33 7'-

PL36 4'4
PL38 10'-

PL8I 7'-

PL82 3'-

PL83 4'6
PL84 6'-

PY3I 4'4

PY32 8'-

PY33 10/.

PY80 3'6

PY8I 4'4

PY82 3'4

PY800 «'-

PZ30 6'-

U24 10'.

U25 10'-

U26 10'-

UI9I 9'4
U30I 9 '6

U80I l.v-

UABC80 S'-

UAF42 4'6
UBF80 it.
UBF89 v-
UCC84 ?r-

UCC8S V-
UCF80 V-
UCH42 4'4

UCH8I 8'-

UCL83 9'4

UL84 6'-

UUfl 9 '4

UY4I Sf-

UY8S it-

We are open from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.— I p.m. on Wednesdays.
Send S.A.E. for free list of valves.

TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D., Postage on all L.O.P.T.S. and S Coils, V-. C.O.D. 5f-

SERVICE SHEETS. TELEVISION ! ! ALL MAKES AND MODELS 4'-, P.P. 3d.
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BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
EXPEESS SERVICE'^:

D ORDERS RECEIVED BY 3.30 P.M. ETtBES
\XTIEB, PHONE OB WISE. DESPATCHED

SAME AFTERNOON

THE NEW VALVE SPECIALISTS

38 CHALCOT RD., LONDON, N.W.I
Nearest cube! ,

AH t *?*
1

i^h.it eJ™ ladvcrtised are
Chalk Farm |

.

k

Primrose
W90

MULLARD BY10O MIDGET SILICON RECTJFIEES

Output 250y, at i imp.
No larger than a liiii! button

7/6eaei

,.r WO
4/a tax
8/6 lit-'l

it. ma
3/8
il/3

s/a

eVw
7/-

S/6
5/3

xoat

;ictsQT

oiuoy 8/e

8/-

EYSaT 4/9I6P-3S

.•./Mrt

•"AIT

HALtS

smb
6F24
8J7G
UK7(J
i.ii-ii;

tna
GUJQT
DLvarSlS/B
SUB 10/-
'SLD20 6/0

11/6

e/a

8/-
24/-
0/6
9/6
3/8
B/3
9/6
4/6
1/3
if/a

24/-
10/-
7/.

U.

10P13
U'l-H

liAKll
12AH7
12ARS 10/9
P.: AIM 4/8
LgAUB

PjHAii
L'iBEfl
1-21(117

12KB

8/3
:i>T 6/-

H 4 4/9
9/8 35513 16/2
8/- 3JZ4CPF 4/6

6J6,iU}7Gm bSto
; UT 5/3

I IT 4/-

6/9 6U4UT 8/C

5:a

B/6m
4/9
«/-

10/-
IHAQ5 7/8 OOOtt
loin

502601 6/8
.'HIIW B/B
Hoca e/6
SOL6Q3 ii/3

8/8
u/«

S7/>3

i)7/e

: e/-

42/-
48/-

10/- HOBS 16/6
r. i, - pBI 34-ii

8049
MAQ
WAV
.UI •

3.'3

5/3
5/ii

i.'O

4/9

BBB3 5/8
il'.Ju 5/6
'IBQ7A 7/6
WTR7 8/3 ! 7Y4
0BK8 8/- OBWO

rtVflt* 3

t;X4 3, •

tiXjGT 4/0

18/6js<W>A 12/S

;pen4/9

W- KM

''IT

7li;

tiBWU 8/9
URW7 5/-
'H7f> 10/9
i!<-'lM5G18/-

10C1.
Looa
10F1

0/8 30C1.1

8/9 iliM.I

8/9 hoPI ii

12/3 SO PI.)

23(31 i:Y3l
9/- DAF98
Kim
a.'9

8/1
N8

12/1!

7/

«

12/3
8/fl

io/- iioi"us 9/a
ioedh 9/aiwi'!.i4i8/a

8/8

1

4/9
11/6
6/9
fi/.

to/o

l*>
(!;

10/-

D1M1
.

,., .

[1P01
II II ni! 25/'

1.11110718/11
IjKH'j 8/-
1>K3H 6/6
DUB 15/-
l>l;72 15/-

T«nusof business:—Uawdi wrtb onin oi C-GJX only.

Po«is*e/Packing thl. per Item. Orders over £3 post

(tea. r.O.LI. 1/8 extra. Art pores! Initroii against
damage la transit tor unty it-l. extra.
Jospaiehed on div ot mnlpt. Caller* wcloome
Hon.—PW. S.30-5,30. Bata, 8.80-1 p.m.

DL9S V- ECHHl 5/8 KLS0 7/3 KTO8 28/-
DSI70 s 8/8 ELIU 2/6 K.TW61 4(9

DM71 9/8 1.' MM 9/6 , 5/6 KTW83 5/B

DV86 8/91 KHI^U) <;;- KL1>I0 18/6 KTW>J3 5/8
DTBI B/- fl/6 11/B ^KR4 7/6
F.S0P" B4/- 8/6 EM71 15/fl 1 MJII,D612/6
BS3F i!4l- ECLSO 8/0 6/3 MU12| 144/0

10/. 71- S37 23/8
E180F if!/l! ":.;':: EM84 B/a N78 26/-
EA50 1 /Ii EF52 ti/tt i

. M S.j 8/a N108 28/2
EABOS0 5/8 ]: F80 8/3 7/6 P2 10/-
EAF42 Wfl ((/- ESS] 10/- VA1UMI) 8/9
EB31

4"-
U/- 5I« PBI 2/8

T-.B41 w 7/9 MSB 10/3
raw Bfl ne 9/3 PC*S 9/8
EBUUS BV- i/s i:v-.i U/U IVi'.- 11/8
KBC41 |H m Bl IB 5/9 PC97 7/8
EBCSl .^;>J 4/- . \ -- 8/U 10084 5/B
EBFSU 1/8 Et'Sfl M EYOl 3/- PCCSo 6/9
EBFS3 7;:t 4/e 5/8 POCS8 10/8

fl/- 8/8 EZ41 6/3 P«r.i9 8/6
EBE21 iii.-i- 4/- ESWO 3/0 POC18818/8
BCB8 18/8 BFHl 4(« PCFMJ 6/6

EC7U 17/8 PCFS2 6/3

EC9a ltl(- PCF8H 8/6
ECC31 7/3 EK»! 14/6 PCF&ti 7/9

10/- !!AlM3««9/3 PC*801 10/-

F.ce*i 3/8 BP183 71- 1(1.41 1>I> I'ti-'iso-j io/-

4/8 BF1H4 S- 18/- PCFSOS 10/6
K' i S3 4/1! K I'M II 1 20/5 EMSDD PCF80617/8
KCIVS4 w« Klf.'HI »- 12/- PCLS2 6/8
Eoosa 6|SJ EK3S 0/9 BJ180S •Aht- tOSS 7/B
goosa S/il (1/8 8/8 PCL84 7/6
Eccai 3.'. LLiil H/B HVR'iA 8/9 r<:i.,«o 7/6
BCCtSOU/8 Kl.iii; U/R KTS3C 4/- rcL^ij s/8
BCPB0 8/8 I'.l.ll 7/3 KT30 29/1 PEN4.1 7/-

SCFaa 8/8 7/8 KT41 J/B PEN4SD1>
boi a i UK 8/3 KT44 if. 12/-

9/- 070 KTiil 6/8
EOHiiii 6/3 K,t.-t 4/b k tea 3/P PKS38310f|
ECH4-J 8/- LI.- 7/8 k r< 12/S PL33 B/-

PJL3B
PEa*
I '1.5

1

PIJ1-J

PUIS
!'L-t
l'l-'lm

PMH-I
PX4
I'Yiil

PY»
PYffl
PYStl
PYS1
PY83
PY8S
PYsa
t'Y.-uii

P\ >U1
PZitll

It Hi

Bin
R10
SP41
sptst

SUVA
T41
1'1I41
ITLPJyMv ->li-"

U10
Ll'2/14
luiu
uis/ao

8Mm
Jp
ft/ti

Ifl/S)

11/3

B>
?/.

a (fi

ft/«

5/-

j/-

1/1!

b/S
7'3

i 39
I _-:

i :;t

t 88
i :;..

1)87
i M

l LIN'J

12/6
8/6
7/8
7/-

13/6
16/8
28/-
15/6
4/6
0/6
8/-

12/8
11/6
61-

18/3
6/6

U301
I (04
I "wil

1AUC80 5/'

LAFt'J J/.
6/3 I B41 10/6
0/6 I Hi '4 1 8/3
15/- L in *| 8/8
17/6 i BP80 5/9
e/6>l'Bl'tlU 6/9

L'F-J
1 i'-i.i

|-F«9
t:L41
VIA4
LiL46
ELS4
UM4

ii-

7/3
..J "i

Bf.
ift/S

UMS4 16/10
UM3Q S/3

8/8

2,i-

B7/I
ii;

L BE'.'l 10/B
B/3

i.i (:«.(

rt'i>.-i

i-ii

10/- J CH21
s/n i KH4;

*
i.-:;

We require lor prompt cash settlement all types at

talni, koota or boxed, but MUST be new. Oners
uiadf by reran.

LiCHSJ

i i-.i i

i F4a

uua
UIJ8
UY1N
i:y-ji

LY41
17 ¥85
VP4
VII 105
VP.IjO
win
W729
X ti

X68
X78
X7a
YtiS

11/.

U/b
10 /'7

7/3
5/-

B-

we
4/5
•t(6

I7.
;

6

-5;-

;/3
20'£

BW-
ifc
7/8

't rtiHAiitori

mbd diodes
AF102 27/6
AF114 11/.

OA79
OAS1
Ot'lB

ooea
0(-2<i

Ot -.I*

0C39
OIW.1

8/-

8/-
»/-
23/-
13/-
25/-
23/-
18/8
0/6

0036 81/6
0O41 8

A Fill
afi it;

A PI 17
OA70
OA73

10/ Si

10/-
B/8
2i-
•ii-

OC44
Oti43
CK--04

DOBf
OCT
OC71
OL-72
OC73
CX-74
OC7B
OC78
OC77
0("8
0O81

B/3
«-
Ul*
25/*
6/6
8/6
8/-

18/-
8/-

8/-

S/B
IB/-
8/-
4/-

01. .-ill «/.
0USH 10/-
0G83 6/-
OC84 8/-
O0170 8/8
0C171 »/-
OCP71 17/6
MA'1"100 7/B
MAT tO I 8/6
MAT120 7/9
MAT1S1 BJ6

Ail goods are titnr llrnt quality brands only and
aabject to makers' (nil gaurcuiiv?- We da not handle
manufacturer** seconiiH or raletstai which are often
de»enl'.'d as "neir and tested" but which ha"re a
limited and unreliable life. Complete catalogue of

over 1000 mires actually In stock, with relators,

COttiieuBcra. traa0torcucr&. microphones, speakers,

metal mctllkrs with terms o! buatnesa, 6d. poat free.

"SABR1NA"
STILL WELL IN

FRONT
STOP FIDDLING WITH KNOBS . . . ABSO-
LUTELY UNNECESSARY . . . Our Automatic
Regulator ensures constant voltages on TV, even with

Mains of 180/265 v. YES, we know it's wonderful.

"Have a heart for your Valves and Tube."
S.A.E. details. Conditional Free Trial.

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R. TUBES
ALL TYPES
12" now £5. 0.0 "1 For
14" to 17" now ... ... £5.10.0 ^Single
21" now £8. 0.0J Tubes

ALL C.W.O.—TRADE SUPPLIED
Special Bonus Scheme for Service

Engineers—Reducing to:
J2*_87'6; 14717"—97 '6; 21"— 1 47 '6

FREE Pass, transit & Ins. anywhere in British

Isles or N. Ireland (12 months' guarantee).

ALSO FULL RANGE OF VALVES
{Guaranteed 12 months)

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO.
Electron Works, North Bar

BANBURY, OXON
Telephone 2390

from

LIVERPOOL
i i

LIVER TUBES
i i

AS MANUFACTURERS WE CAN
SUPPLY ANY CATHODE RAY TUBE
THAT HAS BEEN MANUFACTURED.

INFORMATION WILL BE SENT ON
REQUEST TO PRIVATE OR TRADE
INQUIRIES.

LIVER ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
CAMEO BUILDINGS
WEBSTER ROAD
LIVERPOOL 7

Sefton Park 3428

_'
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A Matter of Time
DISCUSSION on the subject of video tape recording

struck a responsive chord in one venerable member of the

staff. He produced a volume of Practical Television and
pointed triumphantly. And there it was—an article entitled

"Canned Television." The date? November 1934!

Intrigued, we continued to delve. It was an eerie experience,

turning back the pages of history, becoming absorbed in a
world of scanning discs, mirror drums and the undeniable atmos-
phere of optimistic enthusiasm which prevailed in the year 1934.

These were the vital months, when TV was in the melting pot,

when the exciting prospect of a public TV service was imminent,
when a Committee had already been set up to reach decisions

which would set the pattern for many years to come.
Many P.T. articles were mechanical—"Building the Practical

Television Visor" (cost about £5), "An Improved Viewing
Funnel using a Loudspeaker Horn", etc. A TV set in those days
was a curious device based on the scanning disc. The "Visor"
contained the scanning apparatus which had to be used in con-
junction with two receivers, one for sound (transmitted on the

Midland Regional m.w. station) and one for vision (transmitted

on the m.w. London National). A situation somewhat analogous
to today's rather clumsy stereo experimental transmissions.

These 30-line transmissions were made from 11-11.45 p.m.
Wednesdays and 4.30-5.15 Saturdays

—
"not the ultimate" says

P.T. in a glorious understatement!
But despite the crude stage of the art we read about things

like Noctovision (TV in the dark), Phonovision (a recording
technique) TV Telephones and even Colour TV—modern-
sounding ideas in an age still only just out of the crystal set era.

Amateur TV gets its start around this time, too. The P.M.G.
announces that licences will be issued for transmissions around
10 metres. G2UF of Manchester seems to have been one of the

first, putting out 30-line TV.
The method of scanning was debated at length. Scanning disc,

mirror drum, film, and the cr.t. ("it has great disadvantages**).

But the talk of "high definition" grew more pronounced as we
read on and at Radiolympia 1934 visitors could see "the new
cathode ray tubes and televisor complete" as well as 30-line

equipment exhibited by manufacturers and Practical Television.

Even so, the Television Society voted 92% in favour of carrying

on with the 30-line transmissions. And all sorts of people put

their foot in it, e.g.: "Television will not adversely affect the

cinema", "It will be hundreds—perhaps thousands—of years

before good television comes".
It makes you wonder how today's prophesies will work out.

And brings us back, in a roundabout way, to video recording.

The "canned" system of 1934 is amusing now, but was taken

seriously at the time; how will current techniques look in the

years ahead? (see page 256).

After our brief, but instructive flashback to the pioneer days
we do not intend to stick our necks out at the moment, but we
are pretty safe in nominating one development as a certainty

—

and we suggest you turn now to page 263 and you will see what
= forbidden. = we mean

^IIIINIiliillllllMIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIHIIIilllllllllllllllllllli Our rteict itiut dated April will be published on March loth.
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TE LETOPICS
New President for Television Society

\fR. F. N. SUTHERLAND, Deputy Chairman and Managing
* Director of the Marconi Company Limited, is the new President

of the Television Society. The Council of the Television Society

announced recently that Mr- Sutherland had accepted an invitation to

become the new President of the Society, taking over from Sir Robert
Fraser, the retiring President, who held office for two years.

Apart from Mr. Sutherland's association with the Marconi
Company, he is also one of the radio industry representatives on the

Postmaster General's Television Advisory Committee. In addition, he
k a member of the Council of S.B.A.C. and vice-chairman of the

Conference of the Electronics Industry and president of the Electronic

Engineering Association.

Low-cost Aerial for Nicrowave Links

SCIENTISTS of Standard Telephones and Cables Limited, have

. produced a new low-cost aerial for microwave radio links.

The new aerial achieves extremely parallel and efficient beam trans-

missions by employing a principle of double-focusing which was
originally applied to optical telescopes in 1672 by Professor Casse-

grain, of Chartres University. Because they behave similarly to light

beams, microwaves can be focused in the same way by the application

of Professor Cassegrain's invention.

In the STC aerial, a large concave reflector (see diagram)
directs received signals on to a

small convex reflector. A circular

waveguide then feeds the energy
to receiving equipment. This
system is analogous to Casse-
grain's telescope in which a small

R S,

iT
C
?
ye f' convex mirror is placed near the

focus of a main, large concave
mirror. The received image is

Convex viewed through a hole in the Earge
Reflector mirrori the incoming rays there-

fore being subjected to focusing
and re-focusing.

The STC aerial will replace,

without loss of performance, the

"hog-hom" aerials used on many
radio towers at present which are

considerably larger and more
expensive. The first practical use

for the aerial will be on the new
TV / telephone link between
London and France, now being
built for the GPO.

Circular^
Waveguide
i-75'diameter

CASSEGRAIM AERIAL
i not IQ SCOie i

Glass fibre
Housing

SPACE FEATURES HIGH IN TV
CONFERENCE

" rpV systems for spacecraft '*,

" colour TV film camera
chains " and " hyperstabilised

tracking zoom lens " are just

three of the subjects to be dealt

with during the twelve sessions of

the forthcoming technical con-
ference of the Society of Motion
picture and Television Engineers
in Los Angeles, U.S.A.
The main theme of this con-

ference—to be held from March
28th to April 2nd—is technologi-

cal advances in motion-picture
and television and a large propor-
tion of the chosen papers have as

their subject problems relating to

the use of television in space
research. This fact, and the pro-

posed visit of one of the National
Aeronautics and Space Admini-
stration's astronauts to the con-
ference, probably reflects the

importance attached, in the
United States at least, to TV sur-

veillance of one son or another in

space flight.

CCTV FOR ROYAL FESTIVAL
HALL

A CLOSED-CIRCUIT tele-

vision system installed in

London's reconstructed Royal
Festival Hall will enable future
latecomers to enjoy the perform-
ance on TV receivers until an
interval allows them to take their

seats without disturbing those
already in the auditorium.
EMI Electronics Ltd., who

installed one of their type 6 mini-
cameras in the Circle spotlight

housing, have also fitted four 23in.

receivers in the foyer and in two
bars.

The camera has been fitted

with a wide-angle lens to take in

the whole of the stage and the

tube's sensitivity adjusts auto-

matically to different ambient
light conditions.
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New NTSC-Plus System of Colour TV
(")N Friday, 5th February, Dr,

N. Mayer of Institut fur

Runfundtechnik, Munich, gave a

lecture entitled "The NTSC
colour Television System Using
Additional Reference Trans-
mission " in the Conference Suite
of the ITA in London's Bromp-
ton Road. The announcement of

the lecture from the Television
Society included the following

synopsis of Dr. Mayer's interest-

ing lecture.

A small carrier of special

nature is added to the NTSC
signal in order to obtain an
additional reference transmission

(ART). In the receiver this addi-

tional carrier is separated from the

chrominance signal by the aid of

a delay line and is then used

NEW TV AERIAL

COMPLETES TESTS

One of the new cylindrical aerials

which have been designed by EMI
Electronics Limited to take over

ITA transmissions at certain stations

where new, higher masts are being

built. This one is destined for Bolton,

Lancashire, where it will be erected

at the Authority's Winter Hill

station.

During its works tests, a rigger at

EMt's Hayes laboratory (above)

adjusts a distribution feeder on one

half of the aerial. Soon it will be

installed at a height of 700ft. on a

new 1000ft high mast.

The aerial consists of eight rings

of full-wave dipole panels which are

encased in a 12ft. diameter cylinder

of gtass-fibre~reinforced plastics.

Operation will be on channel 9 with

an effective radiated power of
lOOkW.

British Firm to

Equip TV Station

in Australia

I A NEW television station which
will eventually serve the city

of Perth, Western Australia with
commercial programmes, will be
supplied with much of its studio

I equipment by Pye T.V.T. Ltd.,

of Cambridge.
Pye were awarded a contract

for the equipment by Swan Tele-

j
vision in conjunction with Thom-

i son Television (International)
' Ltd. Under the contract, telecine

units, vision mixers and seven
4+in. image orthicon cameras will

all be supplied.

as a sub-carrier in the
demodulators. For the reception
either an NTSC receiver evalua-
ting the normal burst or a special
receiver with a delay line may be
used. The NTSC transmission is

thereby completely insensitive to

differential phase, as far as the
ART receiver is concerned.
The performance of such a

conception was investigated in

detail. The ART receiver shows
the same sensitivity to flat noise
between coder and decoder as the
normal NTSC receiver. The
sinusoidal interference sensitivity

is also the same. The compata-
bility is slightly worse compared
with NTSC, as it is in the
SECAM and PAL systems.
Judging from first results, the
ART reception appears to be
somewhat less sensitive to multi-
channel reception compared with
the normal NTSC reception,

Further work has indicated
simpler possibilities to evaluate

the average differential phase
error of the transmission path
and to control by this the
chrominance demodulation. In
this Case the receiver does
not need the delay line, but a
synchronised switch only.

B.R.E.M.A. Demonstrates NTSC in Moscow

AT the request of Mr. Sergei Novakowski, head of the Moscow
Radio Institute- a team of British radio engineers recently went

to the Soviet capital to provide a demonstration of Britain's newest
colour television techniques. The demonstrations were designed to

help Russian engineers evaluate the three systems of colour TV trans-

mission from which, in April, the C.C.I.R. will try to choose a stan-

dard for the whole of Europe. As the Soviet countries hold around
50% of the voting power of this C.C.I.R. meeting, the impression*
left by the demonstrations may greatly influence the final decision.

The British team of engineers

R.CA. PRODUCE
THREE MILLIONTH

COLOUR TUBE
HPOWARDS the end of 1964,

the Radio Corporation of

America produced their three

millionth colour television c.r.t.

This was stated in a recent RCA
announcement which also

was led by Mr. Bernard Rogers,
research engineer of Rank-Bush
Murphy. During the demonstra-
tions the team took part in a series

of television transmissions on all

three systems, NTSC, SECAM
and PAL. Rank-Bush Murphy
and R.CA.-designed colour
receivers were used for the

NTSC tests, and a number were
set up around the .city within, a

fifteen to twenty mile radius and
revealed that the Company would fed with programmes on channel

produce one-and-a-half million 8 over land-lines

olour tubes during 1965, making
the estimated total for the year

from the whole of the U.S. valve

manufacturing industry, 2,200,000.

Sponsoring all the demonstra-
tions was the British Radio
Equipment Manufadorers'" Asso-
ciation.
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Some further notes on the

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

CCTV CAMERA
CIRCUITS FOR IMPROVED PICTURE QUALITY

by L

ALTHOUGH our closed circuit television

camera design is capable of very good picture
quality in its form as published, given proper

adjustment of controls, certain aspects were con-
sidered worth further attention in order to produce
optimum quality for such more refined applications
as CCTV microscopy. The editor therefore reques-
ted the author to examine these points experimen-
tally in conjunction with the preparation of an
article on optical systems for CCTV. (Practical

Television, Aug.—Sept., '64.) The present article

represents a brief report of the experimental results

regarding useful electronic improvements to the
basic equipment. - These largely concern matters
connected with the linearity of the field scan time-
base for the camera vidicon, which was recognised
as being an extremly important factor influencing
picture quality and stability. As far as other adjust-
ments are concerned, it must be re-emphasised that
the instructions published in the original series of
articlesi A closed circuit TV Camera ", by E.
McLoughlin, Practical Television, Oct., '63—Feb.
'64, should have been carried out, down to the last

" detail before proceeding to make use of the further
information given in this article.

introduction of a From* Mask
Fig, 8 on page 60 of Practical Television,

i Nov., 1963, and the associated text gave details of a
front-rim connector for the vidicon target (signal
electrode) in the form of a spring-fitting brass ring
with circular cut-out exposing the entire front
target area of the vidicon tube. This form has the
advantage that slight decentering of the scanned
raster on the vidicon target remains unimportant,
the receiver still displaying a complete picture as
long as the raster .remains completely within the
-vidicon target area. This simplification was useful
fhere because, as will be remembered, no alignment
coil^ is used to centre the raster, the makers having
advised against its use in simple amateur designs.
.However, a disadvantage of this arrangement
m that no mechanical mask exposing only a rect-
angle (9 x 12mm) on the vidicon target is usable. It

will not, in general, be possible to assure coinci-

dence of the mask " window " and the position of

the scanned raster on the target, so that part of the

scanned raster will be " behind the mask " and
cause shading-off of the corresponding area on the
receiver screen. On the other hand, the use of such
a mask is very desirable, because the scan ampli-
tudes can be made such that the raster projects very
slightly beyond the mask limits all round
(symmetrically) on the target, therewith generating
the black porches before and after all line and field

(frame) pulses. These porches, as is well known,
contribute greatly to sync stability, i.e. to picture
lock rigidity, on the receiver.

A target connector similar to the one previously
used was consequently made, but with only a

rectangular cutout (9 x 12mm) positioned
symmetrically over the target instead of a larger

circular hole exposing the entire target area. The
ring and mask were made in one piece from hard
brass. The photograph shows this connector with
mask cut-out in position on the front end of the
vidicon.

Addition of Shift Controls

With a fixed mask now in use, it was essential to

provide some means of moving the scanned raster

about on the vidicon target without altering its

geometry, in order to centre it in relation to the
mask window. This function is normally under-
taken by the alignment coil in commercial units.

For our present purposes, very similar results are
obtained by passing small d.c. currents of the
appropriate polarity through the scan coils, in

addition to the normal scan waveforms. It is merely
necessary to block the d.c. from the secondary of
the scan transformer with a suitable capacitor,

making it flow entirely through the scan coils (and
a variable resistor acting as shift control) from a

suitable rectifier and smoothing circuit operating off

the a.c. heater line. Fig. la shows the simple circuit
arrangement which was found to be highly success-
ful in the prototype.

CI, C2, Dl and D2 together constitute a conven-
tional cascade voltage doubler rectifier circuit,

developing a supply of about 16V d.c. across C2.
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Rl and C3 provide smoothing. VR1 enables the
amount of d.c. fed to the field scan coils to be
adjusted and therewith acts as vertical shift control
moving the raster bodily up and down on the vidi-
con target without changing its geometry. If the
optimum setting is too near the zero resistance
setting of VR1, causing severe attenuation of the
scan waveform, Rl should be reduced accordingly

la (above)—Additional vertical shift control circuitry
to provide positive field shift current to correct the
fault shown Mow.

If a positive d.c- supply is required 'for the shift
current (Fig. la.; uncorrected raster sits low on the
vidicon target) then this can.be obtained from the
main h.t. supply through a suitable series resistor
Only about 3mA d.c. shift current is normally
required in the field scan coils. It might just as easily
happen that the uncorrected raster sits high
(Fig. lb), requiring a negative d.c. supply for

correction. This is immediately
available, as shown in Fig. lb. by-
reversing all four capacitors and
both di6des. A negative supplv
could not be obtained from the
main h.t. supply, but might alterna-
tively be obtainable from the
existing bias lines,

Poor Shift-circuit Smoothing
If the smoothing in the shift-

circuit d.c. supply is inadequate.
e.g. if C3 in Fig. la were disconnec-
ted or of insufficient capacity, then
a picture fault as shown in Fig. 2
will appear on the receiver. One
half of the frame will be very
slightly darker than the other, with
a sharply defined horizontal

Fig. lb (below)—Additional circuitry for negative field
shift current, to correct the picture fault above.

Ve~::>i : .

©
Field
output

transformer

Coaxial socket
to fie] a scan

coils in
camera unit

Fig. /c

—

Previous unmodified circuit-

without vertical shift control.
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Fig. 2—The

shift circuit

W

result of insufficient smoothing in the vertical

for the vidicon (e.g. CX in Fig. 4q absent or of
low capacity).

The completed field output transformer with additiona

components mounted on the tag-strip.

Intense
white
band

Fig. 3—Faults due to field scan non-linearity on the vidicon

target (see text).

dividing line in the middle of the picture between
the two areas.

At the start of the half-cycle during which D2
conducts, the voltage on C2 suddenly begins to rise,

so that shift current suddenly begins to increase
and make the actual scan suddenly go slower than
in the first half of the frame. As a result, smaller
areas of the vidicon target are being scanned per
unit time, i.e. less charge is picked up per unit time;
but the receiver screen area scanned per unit time
remains the same in both frame halves. The bottom
half of the picture on the receiver is therefore
slightly darker than the top half. Rl and C3 in ttie

shift circuit remove this effect, because they give
the necessary smoothing to even out the shift

current over an entire frame period.

Line Scan Shift

It was not found necessary to make any modifica-
tion to the line scan timebase circuit in our proto-
type after introduction of the vidicon target mask.
Judicious adjustment of line amplitude and line
linearity controls on the camera control unit led to
satisfactory coincidence with the mask limits at the
left and right thereof.

If any reader should be unable to achieve a satis-
factory adjustment in this manner, the same shift
circuit as used for the frame scan can be applied in
an analogous manner to the line scan. The resistor
values will be somewhat lower, because the line
scan coils operate at lower impedance, i.e. higher
current.

It is fortunate that a shift circuit was required
only for the field scan, because this was readily
accommodated on the existing tagstrip assembly on
top of the field output transformer (see photograph),
whereas the insertion of line shift components in
the sub-chassis line timebase wiring would have
been more awkward. If line shift should prove to
be indispensable in some constructions, it may be
more convenient to fit the necessary components
inside the camera head instead of underneath the
control unit chassis.

Field Linearity Faults

Fig. 3 shows two faults on the receiver screen
which appeared at various times on the camera
control unit with the circuit as published. These
faults could certainly be made to disappear entirely,

by careful adjustment of the scan controls and the
beam current control on the vidicon. It was then
decided to investigate the causes of such effects

more closely, with a view to removing them perma-
nently. The symptoms were found to be the results
of non-linearity of the field scan on the vidicon
target.

The scan current in the field coils is always low
at the start of a frame, i.e. at the top of the picture,
because the field output valve is then near cut-off.

After the field flyback has been completed, the
current in the output valve and in the field scan
coils starts to rise, reaching maximum at the end of
the frame, at the bottom of the picture. If the other-
wise steady rise of current throughout the field

happens to start with a jump before steadying down
to its mean rate of rise, a large area of the vidicon
target is scanned during the jump, causing a large
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HT+A
j s

yellow

IOOjjF,

25V

-16V bias tine
-* — Field

hold control

Fig. 4a—Pan of the field circuit oftheCCTV camera control unit. The circuit and component numbering remains as
Originally published and additions and modifications are shown dotted.

charge-collection in a short time at the signal elec-
trode. The steady-running receiver field timebase
only covers a small strip at the top of the picture in
this time, which is consequently extremely bright
in relation to the rest of the picture. Indeed, this
sudden peak white following every field flyback in
the video waveform, regardless of picture content,
can easily upset the field lock if it saturates the
video amplifier, as can easily happen in severe cases
of this nature.
The second fault shown in Fig. 3 concerns the

bottom of the picture, i.e. the end of the field stroke
and the start of the field flyback, which take place
when the field output valve is drawing maximum
current. Referring to Fig. 4a, the field oscillator
valve VI 1 (pins 1, 2, 3) cuts on brieflv at this time
to draw a heavy pulse of anode current through T2
primary which discharges the field timebase capaci-
tor C23, therewith producing the field flyback. At
the same time V12 produces the negative grid blank-
ing pulse at P3 during the field flvback. This cuts

off the beam current in the vidicon during field
flyback, to prevent the returning beam from inter-
fering with the picture charges already accumu-
lating for the next frame. Now the vidicon beam is
not cut off instantaneously; the total cable and other
stray capacities operative at P3 (vidicon grid circuit)
first have to discharge. This will generally take a
time equal to a few line scan cycles. However, the
discharge of the field timebase capacitor C23 starts
without delay, so that the vidicon beam itself would
start to return to the top of the field (flyback proper)
immediately, before the vidicon grid has had time
to cut off completely. As a result, the vidicon team
is still able to discharge picture charges on the
vidicon target during the first few line periods of
the field return, so that the corresponding field
flyback line positions are deficient in picture charge
during the next proper frame. They are therefore
visible as black lines over the lower region of the
picture displayed on the receiver. They will
generally drift about in some arbitrary manner,
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RT.+A
red

aHT.+A
* pink

V6
Sync pulse

injection

into video
amplifier

To pin6 of V9 via R44,
C31 1 Line pulse input

)

Fig. 4b—The remainder of the field circuit.

because no frequency or phase lock between line

and field scan frequencies is used or necessary in

this simplified system.

Cures

The intense white band at the top of the picture,

due to a sudden commencement of scan current

with a jump or rise after each field flyback, is cured
by adjusting the operating point and drive applied

to the field output valve such that this sudden
current rise appears at the bottom bend of the

characteristic, near cut-off. This " irons it out " and
brings it into line with the main frame run (see

Fig. 5). As far as the cause of the current rise is

concerned, it may be said that this is fundamentally
unavoidable. Its origin lies in the voltage drop
across R25 (Fig. 4b) which suddenly ra-appears

after every field flyback and corresponds to the re-

commencement of the steady charging current for

the field timebase capacitor C23, which has to flow
through R25. If R25 were absent, the field oscilla-

tor would not be able to discharge C23 properly

during the field flyback, because its anode voltage

would then have to fall to zero to do so. R25 is

consequently essential. The resulting current rise in

the field scan coils immediately following each field

flyback has a slope direcdy proportional to the

value of R25. If it is made to fall neatly on to the

bottom bend of the field output valve characteristic,

by suitable adjustment of drive and operating point,

and the value of R25 is so adjusted as to suit rh.-

reduced slope of the valve there in relation to the

slope on the linear part of the characteristic, it is

possible to " iron-out " the rise almost entirely in

the resulting anode-current waveform, as shown in

Fig. 5. The field scan on the vidicon target is then
entirely steady in this region and the intense vvhits

band at the top of the picture disappears.

The black flyback lines at the bottom of the field

are caused, as we have seen, by the actual flyback

on the vidicon target commencing sooner than
desirable, before the field blanking pulse has fully

cut-off the vidicon at its grid. We need to find a

way to delay the start of the actual field return on
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current. Now the flyback commen-
ces at points B, G on the grid wave-
form (Fig. 5). But the anode current
cannot commence to fall, i.e. the
vidicon beam cannot commence to
return to the top of the scanned
frame, until points C or H are
reached on the grid waveform,
where the applied drive starts to go
negative once again and grid
current ceases. The anode current,
and consequently the field scan coil
current, therewith rests at its maxi-
mum value during the time PG'HV
whereas the timebase capacitor is
starting to discharge and the vidi-
con beam current is being driven to
cut-off as from time G'. Provided
the drive applied to the field out-
put valve grid produces sufficiently
heavy grid current excursions to
make the time G'H' long enough
for the vidicon grid to cut-off com-
pletely, the beam will not

fig. 5—Graphic commence to fly back from the

representation of the bottom of the raster on the vidicon
conditions for correct tzIS«} until it is completely cut off.

drive and operation ^ f*D then not wipe-out any lines

of the field output during flyback, and all traces of the
valve in the camera black- flyback lines at the bottom of

the picture will have disappeared,

Equal areas of qrtd waveform
a&ove and below this line

control unit, as
discussed in the text

(VII, pins 6, 7, 8 in

Fig. 4a).

the vidicon target for a few line periods, even
though the timebase capacitor C23 has commenced
to discharge on the field flyback pulse and the vidi-
con grid is being driven to cut-off at P3.
The solution to this problem is to make use of

grid-current in the field output valve, by applying
a suitably heavy drive at its grid. The resulting
action is clearly shown in Fig. 5. The last small
portion of the field sawtooth at the grid, shortlv
before flyback (AB or FG), runs the grid of the
held output valve positive, drawing grid current.
R21 then immediately functions as grid-stopper,
limiting any further rise of grid voltage or anode

The control unit. The thick wire running along the front of
the chassis takes 6-3V a.c. feed from the h.t. distributor

bracket to the vertical shift circuit.

Operating Conditions for the Field
Output Valve

The foregoing remarks should
have made it clear that the selection
of a suitable operating point and

correct grid drive amplitude for the field output
valve are vital factors for achieving high-class
picture quality. We must therefore proceed to
discuss the practical methods used to satisfy the
salient conditions which we have seen to be
necessary. Summing these up, it can be seen that
the operating point (d.c. negative grid bias) should
be at the Class A point, i.e. in the middle of the
linear part of the characteristic, as shown in Fig. 5.

The applied drive must be of sufficient amplitude
to drive the valve round the bottom bend at the
one extreme and into grid current at the other
extreme, i.e. Class Al drive is necessary, to use the
standard terminology. The resulting anode current
swing will be the entire swing of the mutual
characteristic. If this does not happen to give just
the right scan current amplitude in the field scan
coils, as required to make the raster height equal
to 9mm on the vidicon target, then no amount of
shifting of the operating point of the field output
valve will adjust the field height without destroying
the Class Al drive and producing the faults at the
top and /or bottom of the picture as already
described. Since it is essential to swing through
the entire mutual characteristic at alt times the
only satisfactory way of adjusting the current
amplitude is to adjust the h.t. voltage,

CONTINUED NEXT MONTH
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A new Do It Yourself Series

A VIEWERS GUIDE
TO TV SERVICING

by H, Peters
PARI" /. PREPARING FOR THE BREAKDOWN

THIS series is intended 10 assist the reader

whose main interest in television is the

keeping in guod repair of the family receiver.

In trie fervent hope riiac it will not break down
just yet this instalment deals with some of the

preparatory work which can be done whilst the

set is still running well.

This can be divided into two parts: that which
involves handling the set and that which does not.

To give you time to convince the family of the

necessity of the former we will start with the

latter.

Obtaining a Circuit

This is easier said than done but is an essential

preliminary to almost any sort of work on the

chassis. The best circuit to work from is the

makers manual but to obtain it you need to be

very lucky or have winning ways for its issue is

restricted to authorised dealers who as a condition

of their dealership undertake to hang on to it like

grim death.
Occasionally I have heard of readers who employ

a form of blackmail by refusing to buy a set

unless it is accompanied by a service manual, but

for most of you this is " stable door locking .

If you have no luck with your dealer, try the

advertisers whose addresses can be found in the

back pages of this magazine. They provide a good

reliable supply of the more popular sheets at

reasonable prices, but if they have been prepared

from data supplied by the three trade magazines
rather than the maker's manual, the circuit

references may not be the same, and this fact

should be remembered when ordering spares or

writing to our queries service.
M

I have changed C37 the 0-001juF screen grid

decoupling capacitor on sound i.f. valve V5
(EF80) " takes longer to write, but helps us a lot

more than " I have changed C37 ".

Readers who are near a large public library can

usually look up details in Newnes Radio & Tele-

vision Servicing, normally to be found in the

reference shelves.

If your set is a " rare bird " it is worth trying

to obtain the sheet for a near equivalent, a basic

chassis, or the same chassis marketed under a

different brand name. The tables in the recent

series of *' Changing Cathode Ray Tubes "* pro-

vide a rough guide to many of these equivalents.

Making a Rough Circuit

Should you be unfortunate enough to have a

set for which a circuit is unobtainable, try making

a rough one. Our queries service can help here,

for although we cannot supply circuit details, we
might be able to mark up the valve types and
their functions, if you send us a sketch of the

chassis layout (don't forget the queries coupon and

S.A.E. please!)

While you have the cabinet opened up, a worth-

while extra is to trace out the heater chain. This

is nearly always in series across the mains, and a

knowledge of the way it runs is a timesaver when
you get heater-cathode leaks or heater fractures.

At the " live " end of the chain there is usually

the ballast resistor, followed by the valves in the

line output stage. At the chassis end, you should

find the c.r. tube, and tuner heaters and any valve

detector diodes there might be.

Some receivers have early Mazda 8-pin valves

and in these there are usually two heater chains,

one: taking the 200mA " 20 " series, and the other

the 100mA " 10 * series valves. These two chains

join up just above the c.r. tube heater and tuner,

both of which carry 300mA heater current.

Vottagt Tab!*

If you have a voltmeter, it is extremely useful

to make a table of d.c. voltage readings at the

* April—November, 1964.

VT3 VIO V9 V8 VI V2 V3 V21 V27 V28

V5 V6 V6 VW V22 V25 V20 CRT V1(T) V2{T)

Uxjx_n_JiJX-n_rL-xi-a-n-
j

Mains

Fuse \

Fig. I— Tracing out the heater chain is a wortli-white operation to cony out, for future reference-
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A a
Tuner PCF80
unit Mixer

EFBO
Sound IK

EFBO
Vision IK

EY66
V29 ) EHT rectifier

-H.T. rectifier

FC31

0«O5uF
Boost r . -

capacitor tL.)

PY61 ^—-v

Efficiency f yge |

diode \* J

G n.

EF80
Sound IK

EF80
Sound IK

EFBO
Vision IF.

Main smoothing
capacitors

EFBO
Vision IK

EBS1
APC rectifier

<

PL81 /^~-\
Line

output \Z)

/ S "V ECC62
L^m \ APC amplifier

Secondary -+ I —^"
smoothing V J /T„ _\
capacitor! ^-^ (v»)

/>«' PL81

, dropper

jL_
PCLB3

Sound AF.
and output

EFBO
Video

amplifier

©

PL83

Thermistor Frame output

Main resistor

ECC82
Video cathode

foltower/hmiter

PCF80
Sync

separatorand __
amplifier

ECC82
e oscillat

© :

ECC82
Frame oscillator

Bias'

capacitor
tor V2i 3

Fig. 2-~A rough chassis layout diagram like this one is a help when servicing. Our Query Service can help with valve
type details.

anode, screen, and control grids and cathode of
each valve whilst the set is in going order. Fault-
finding will be much easier later, and even if you
have a manual, a number of voltages are frequently
omitted, or made with a meter you couldn't
possibly afford.

Make special note of the conditions of test, and
measure the c.r.t. electrode voltages with both
brightness and contrast controls fully up and
down. Make a note of electrodes where the con-
nection of the meter probe alters either the picture
or the sound, and look out for negative readings.
These are very usefuL

At the sound detector a negative reading will
indicate signal strength and in manv cases the
i.f.s can be tuned accurately by using this reading.
The same applies to the vision a.g.c. line.

Negative voltages should also be present at the
line and frame oscillator grids, indicating that the
oscillator is functioning, and also at the output
valve grids, indicating the presence of drive. The

sync separator grid is usually heavily negative, amd
this voltage is frequently used to provide a.g.c.
DO NOT MEASURE the voltages at the top

caps of the line output valve or efficiency diode,
or on the scan coils. These points carry high
voltage _ a.c. pulses, guaranteed to wreck any self-
respecting meter.

Circuit Familiarisation

This is a high sounding expression given to the
cult of gazing at the circuit, or the chassis, or both.
This can be particularly instructive if a routine
train of thought is followed.
Try and find out how it takes to pieces and how

much dismantling is essential to get at most com-
ponents. Try and locate on the outside of the
chassis (the part that is accessible by removing
the cabinet back) an h.t. measuring point, the
fuses, the ballast resistor, and a boosted h.t, test

—continued on page 267
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A MONTHLY FEATURE

FOR DX ENTHUSIASTS

by Charles Rafaret

gation at these very high frequencies is poor for

DX work, and the number of stations b very

limited. I suggest this section be ignored except

for the very advanced DXer.

be3

AS promised last month, we are going to deal

with the Continental channels in Band III

in the same way as we did with Band I.

You will recall thai for Band I we used the

various BBC/ITA stations and channcl-

"markers" and we noted the relative positions of

the Continental channels in relation to them. This
method will apply equally to Band III, the only
difference being that our " marker " BBC/TTA on
certain channels may be somewhat distant from
our receiving point, and therefore less easily

received in certain part* of the country.

It is, however, usually possible if we are DX
minded to receive at least one " local " station on
each channel as a B channel '* marker" in Band III,

and for Continental DX work it is recommended
that the receiver be as carefully calibrated as

possible on these " locals ".

Before we proceed with details of the Band III

table below a few general comments will be of use.

(1) There are many more channels in Band III

than there arc in Band I, and therefore the tuning

is much more " critical ".

(2) Cases of Sporadic E reception in Band III

are very rare indeed, and therefore reception will

be almost exclusively by means of Tropospheric
Propagation. Signal strengths will generally be

much weaker and the limits imposed by distance

will be much shorter, so that East European
(U.S.S.R.) will be practically impossible and our
" horizon " even from the Eastern parts of the

British Isles will be no further than East Germany,
Poland, Denmark and Scandinavia, and these

countries Will only he receivable under exception-

ally good conditions, as reception reports have

shown. Do not. however, be in any way dis-

heartened by all this, for DX in Band III is a

much fined achievement than DX in Band I, and

this should be a challenge to us all. After all, it is

a relative term.

(3) French channels F5 and F6 lie very far l.f.

of the lowest B channel (B7 Dublin), and are there-

fore not usually tuneable on British receivers with-

out some modification to the tuner unit. But I

suggest that South Coast DXers might profitably

load their tuner coils with a few pF of parallel

capacitance, as they will find that O.R.T,F. Rennev-

Pern on F5 can give a very stable and reliable

signal at times.

(4) Equally the h.f. end of Band III extends

beyond the B13 channel but in this case the propa-

Vision Channel Tuner Positions in Relation to B Vision

Channels

F5 lies verv far l.f. of BS and far l.f. of B7
Dublin. F6 lies very far l.f. of B8 and far l.f. of

B7 Dublin and h.f. of F7. E5, ID, R6 and d lie

well l.f. of B8 and l.f. of B7 Dublin. F7 lies l.f.

of B7 and h.f. of E5. E6 lies l.f. of B7 and h.f. of

E5 and just about one B channel 3Mc/s l.f. of B7.

R7 lies l.f. of B7 and h.f. of E5 and just h.f. or E6.

IE lies verv slightly h.f. of R7. F8a lies just b. (
.
of

B7 Dublin" F8 lies h.f. of B7 Dublin and just h.f.

of FSa. E7 lies just l.f. of B8 F9 lies just h.f. of

B8. R8 and f lie l.f. of B9 and between B8 and B°.

IF lies just l.f. of B9. E8 lies just h.f. of B9. R9
lies just IX of BIO. F10 lies just l.f. of BIO and

very close to and on the h.f. side of R9. IG lies

just h.f. of BIO. E9 lies just l.f. of Bll. Fl

!

just l.f, of Bll and verv close to and on the h.f.

side of E9. RIO and h lie l.f. of B12. Elf) and

IH lie just h.f. of B12. F12 lies h.f. of B12 and If.

of BI3 and approximately midway between tl

Rll lies just h.f, of B13. Ell, R15 and El 2 lie in

rising order of frequency on the h.f. side of B13.

Sound Channel Tuner Positions in Relation to B Sound

Chorine's

F6 lies very far l.f. of B7 (this is the lo,

frequency in Band III). F8a lies far l.f. oi

F5 lies far l.f. of B7 but just h.f. of FSa sound.

F8 lies far l.f. of B7 and just h.f. of F5 sound.

E5 lies just l.f. of B7. R6 lies just h.f. of B7. E6
lies h.f. of B8. F7 lies approximately rak

between B8 and B9. F10 lies approximately

midway between B8 and B9 and just h.f. of F7
sound. IE lies a little further h.f. than F10 sound.

R7 lies l.f- of B9. E7 lies h.f. of B9 and just l.f. of

BIO. f lies just h.f. of BIO. IF .and RS lie

approximately midwav between BIO and Bll. F9
lies just h.f. of Bll. F12 lies just h.f. of Bll and

F9 sound. E8 lies just h.f. of F9 sound and l.f. of

B12, R9 lies just l.f. of B12. IG lies just h.f. of

B12 h lies h.f. of B13. RIO lies h.f. of B13. Fll

lies a little further h.f. of B13 than RIO. E10, IH t

j, Rll, Ell, R12 and E12 all lie hi. of B13 in

rising order of frequencies.

The above position details apply to 405-line

receivers that have been converted for European

vision reception whilst still retaining the original

i.f. sound-to-vision separation, for exampl-

converted Bush TV range of receivers as recently
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published, as 'well a* other
types of TV receivers.

It should be noted, however,
that sound and vision will not be
received at one tuner position for

any channel unless the i.f.

frequencies of the set are correct
for the system of transmission it

is desired to receive and there-
fore the correct vision/sound
spacing is produced.
The above completes the

iis. for logging on Band III
and T suggest that you keep this

together with that for Band I,

published last month, for future
reference when DX conditions
qtacc again become favourable.
Next month, with reference to

the two lists now pubSished for
Hands I ifid III. wc will be

and have been received in

British feles at various tin

I hope that this will provi<

guidance as to what to look for.

READERS' REPORTS

Having recently stayed in the
Channel Islands on business I

have had an opportunity of
assessing reception under very
different conditions to those
prevailing in my own home area
on the mainland.

In Guernsey I obtained an
excellent picture from Gaen on
¥2 on the TV set in my hotel.

The aerial was cut to channel B4
(Les Platons) and, of course,
mounted horizontally and
directed to that station, beady
180° away from Caen, but even
under winter conditions a good
picture was obtained.

I also visited reader George Le
Courteur at Toncval, Guernsey,
hut was just two day* late for a

good Sporadic E opening on December 17th,
when he received good signals from Sweden and
the t* S.S.R.
Whilst I was there .only tropospheric French

reception from Caen, Brest and Lille was possible
and conditions were not very good, but the Channel
Islands would seem to be a dream come true for
DXers because of the relative absence of local
BBC/ITA interference which is always such a
nuisance on the mainland. I shall really have to con-
sider moving over there I

Before going away (end of November) I had good
lis (on a number of occasions round about mid-

day) from TVE Spain and RTP Portugal on E3,
and since my return TVE E3 on January 3rd,
Ilorby E2 and U.S.S.R. on Rl on January 5th, also
on January 8th, Helsinki E2 at 0900 with test card,
easily the best Finnish reception that I have had to

date.

Frequency
(Me s.)

BAND 111 FREQUENCIES

nnel

Sound

Channel Frequency
(Mc,*.)

Cha

VisionVision Sound

161-25 -F6 199-70 FI0
164-00 FS — . 199-75 BIO
173 40 F6 — 201-25 iG
174- 10 — F8a 201-45 F9

Fl2 ,

17515 '— F5 201-70 __
175-25 E5ID — 201-75 E8

R6& d 203-25 E9
175-40 — F8 203-45 Fll
17715 F7 — 204-75 Bit
180-75 — E5 & ID 205-75 R9
181 25 — B7 & d 206-25 BI2
181-75 — R6 206-75 IG
182 25 E6 — 207-25 RIO & h
183 25 R7 — 208-75 E9
183-75 IE — 209-75 BI2
184-75 B7 — 210-2$ E 1 3. 1H
185 25 F8a — 211-25 B13
186-25 — BS 212-85 FI2
186-55 FS - 213-25 h
187-75 - E6 213-75 RIO
188-30 — F7 214-60 Fll
188-55 — FI0 214-75 BI3 _
189-25 E7 IE 215-25 Rll ft |

189-75 B8 R7 21575 — EIO ft IH
190-30 F9 — 217-25 Ell ft

191-25 RBftf B9 IH & t
__

192-25 IF — 221-25
j

194-75 B9 E7 221-75 __ Rll
196-25 E8 BIO 222-75 — Ell, IH
197-25 — f 4 1

197-75 — IF& R8 223-25 R12
199-25 R9 — 224-25 EI2

229-75 — EI2& RI2

Note.-

Frequenc es between 162-25 and 184-75 and 2 14 75 and:.29-75Mc's
are usually <autside the tuner range of British TV
modifkatibr s to the tuner coils.

The following abbreviations apply to the above list:
£ =s France,

B— Great EIritain, R = East Europe, 1 = Italy, d, f, h, ft j^Eire
Republic, E a West Europe.

So it would seem that Sporadic E reception has
been fairly active so far this winter and I hope
other DXers have had even better luck.

B. D. Robinson (Southampton) has submitted a
test card photograph which we can identify as of
Russian origin. He also reports reception of
Spain, Sweden, Cyprus, Finland, West Germany,
Czechoslovakia and France—an excellent list.

Desmond Kelly (Banbridge, Northern Ireland)
has been doing well with his converted Bush TV53
receiver and has submitted test card photographs
for identification, amongst which were Czecho-
slovakia on Rl and Bydgoszcz, Poland, also on Rl.
He also logged Fyn, Denmark, on E3, but hi
catch we identify from his photograph as DDR
East Germany (Helptcrburg) on E3.

Pot A. E. Brown (Hull) we confirm reception

—continued on page 262
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Video Tape Recording
FOR THE HOME
ENTHUSIAST

An analysis of existing equipment and a look at the future

BY F. G. JUDD

HOME television recording has for a long
time been the dream of many tape recording
enthusiasts and about a year ago it looked as

hough a breakthrough had been made with the
Telcan video recorder. Why this did not appear
on the market is another story but recenriy a

complete kit for constructing a domestic video tape
recorder has been marketed by Wesgrove Elec-
tronics Ltd. (see page 279).

It is now well known, however, that several of

the big tape recorder companies are ready to

market television recorders for home use. One of

these is the Sony Company, of Japan, who have
announced that they will have a low-priced video
recorder on the British market early next year.

Development

Meantime how will domestic video tape record-
ing develop? What will it cost? What are the
technicalities involved? What will the quality of
picture reproduction be like? What standardisa-
tion, if any, will be applied? At the moment most
of these questions cannot be fully answered and
one can only apply a certain amount of shrewd
guesswork. One thing is fairly certain—TV tape
recording will develop rapidly and already a

portable battery video recorder complete with
camera has reached production stage.

Full details cannot be disclosed yet, in fact
almost everything pertaining to domestic TV
recorders is somewhat shrouded in secrecy. One

can understand why, of course, for television
recording at home is likely to become far more
popular than sound recording ever could be and
no doubt manufacturers have spent a good deal on
research and development.

Other half -track used
in opposite direction

Direction of tape

Fig. I—distribution of video and sound tracks on the ±in.

tape used an the VKR500 recorder.

High Speeds

The technicalities are, of course, complex, for

with video we are dealing with a frequency
response of at least 2Mc/s. This calls for a high
tape speed which in turn presents the secondary
problem of recording the sound that goes with the
pictures. Tape transport mechanism is of neces-
sity more complex and must be built with a high
degree of precision. This applies particularly to

cross-tape scanning head systems similar to those
employed in professional video tape recorders.

Fig. Z—A side view of the VKRSOO
"urt-cased" showing the deck and sub-

assembly-
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Fjj. J—This underside view of the recorder shows some
of the printed circuitry involved.

Contemporary Costs

How much is a domestic video
tape recorder likely to cost? This
will depend on the recording
system used and whether or not
a video display unit is incor-
porated in or with the recorder.
A professional studio recorder
such as those made by Ampex
and R.C.A. cost around £25,000
and employ a highly complex
rotating record /replay head
system. Recently a portable
machine was introduced, price
about £3,000, and even more
recently a small studio machine was marketed at
£1,000. So we go down the price scale to domestic
machines, in fact to the Wesgrove VKR500 which
as a kit costs £97 10s. or about £150 made up.

Tape Speeds and Mechanism

Picture quality depends largely on the tape speed
and the video head system. It is reasonable to
assume that the higher the frequency response
required, the higher will probably be the cost of the
tape recorder. For the present, the high-speed tape
method using standard iin. wide tape lends itself
to the design of low-priced recorders and this may
well prove to be the " popular " system for the
time being.

This ieads, of course, to track designation with
standard iin. wide tape and the recording svstem
used by the VKR500, which is shown in Fig. 1,
and permits two tracks, one video and one f.m.
sound channel on each half-track. Using " triple
play " upe a fairly long playing time is available.

The VKR500 will accommodate ll£in. diameter
spools of this tape which, at a tape speed of 150
i.p.s., will provide about half an hour of continuous
playing time per track. (The video and sound are
carried simultaneously on a combined track occupy-
ing half the width of the tape.)

The alternative to this is the multiple head
system that scans the tape vertically, or nearly
vertically, thus producing a succession of tracks
side by side. The tape runs through at slow speed,
i.e. 7± i.p.i., but the video tracks can be recorded
at a speed of 200 i.p.s. or more, depending on the
speed of the routing video heads.

Thk system is costly and normally requires the
use of tape 2|in. wide. It might be possible, how-
ler, tt> use i'm. or even |in. wide tape with a
cro«'SC«n recording system and one firm have in
fact announced a video recorder at £300 employing
this method.

The VKRS00 Kit

Finally a brief description of the VKR500 video
recorder may be of interest since it is available as
a kit. It must be stressed, however, that successful
construction and operation requires a fairly exten-
sive knowledge of electronics, television and
mechanics as well as testing equipment such as an
oscilloscope and multi-range meter and, of course,
a TV receiver which will also require modification.
The VKR500 deck has been simplified mechani-

cally to reduce cost as much as possible (Fig. 2).

The deck functions are therefore limited to record
and replay, which means that a tape cannot be
rewound in the reverse direction except by
reversing the spools and winding the tape back
free of the heads and guides. Construction and
operation of the deck calls for very careful attention
to detail and workmanship.

Assembly and Construction

The electronics, which include the video and
sound record and replay amplifiers etc, are
assembled on one printed circuit board as shown
in Fig. 3. Most careful attention to soldering and
the instructions regarding components and tran-
sistors is called for, since there are some 270
separate components, 20 transistors and ten diodes,
aside from multi-way connectors, etc.

The basic circuits are included with the instruc-
tions but parts of the electronics are pre-assembled
into " black boxes " the secret of which is known
only to the manufacturers.

I have now constructed and put into operation
one of these recorders which at the time of writing
is about ready for preliminary tests. We hope to
report on the operation and results in the near
future.

But for those wrth no faith in these new- k
tangled inventions, read on W
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earsbTck

Canned

SjdeuidiQii
An interesting side-line of Television

which permits a permanent record

being made of a transmission

("Practical Television"—November 1934)

THE recording of TV, with the facility of play-

back, is not a new requirement and has
occupied the minds of experimenters for

almost as long as TV itself. The diagrams below
are taken from a 30-year-old issue of Practical
Television.
A light source passes through a scanning disc

(geared to a gram motor) and impinges on the sub-
ject. The light variations actuate a bank of photo-

use. Sound tape recording has now reached a very
high general standard, even in comparatively
inexpensive equipment, but video recording has a

very long way to go. This is aggravated by the fact

that the eye is less ready to accept inferior quality

than the ear. It is perhaps fair to say that, at the

moment, video recording (in the domestic sense) is

at the stage that sound recording was a decade or so

ago—onlv more so!

San* of Photo flectric

Ceils-
Fig. I (left)~Pictorially illustrating

how a record of a television trons-

mission can be made in the studio.

Fig. 2 (below)—A partial duplication

of fig. I is undertaken when repro-

ducing the recorded image.

f^9 """"*'
OrivtHj /Motor

• Seres orjYorm Gearing

Scajrnino Disc

cells coupled to an amplifier, the output which
feeds the cutting stylus. The resultant gramophone
record was played back through a standard pick-up
and amplifier, as shown in Fig. 2, coupled to the

TV receiver.

This arrangement could only be used for

recording vision and the great snag was lack of

frequency response. Even so, with 30-line standards
this was not so serious and the results were, taking
everything into consideration, remarkably good.

A sobering thought is the fact that while this

system may be amusing or quaint to us today, at

the time of its publication it was considered to be
serious and important. We are tempted to ask our-

selves what our present video recording equipment
will look like viewed from a similar point in the

future!
There is quite obviously a very big future in

video recording but whereas it is. possible to obtain

superb results by building equipment costing

thousands of pounds, difficulties mount up when
trying to scale this type of equipment down to the

sort of price range suitable for ordinary domestic

Gearing

/?ececver

DnvinoAfotor

There are many questions to ask, many problems
to solve. Are designers wrong, for instance, in

tackling the video tape recorder as a direct elabora-

tion of the conventional sound tape recorder? Does
not the answer lie, in fact, in a completely different

approach? We are all vitally interested in this

subject, whether we are amateur enthusiasts,

professional engineers, engaged in industry or in the

retail trade If you have any ideas, any thoughts,

any suggestions on the subject of video tape record-

ing, please write and let us know. The most
interesting will be published.

_
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PART 2 - THE CAMERA

LAST month it was shown how the television camera rube
works and how this is integrated to form a major part of the
television camera. In this and subsequent articles the television

camera will be looked into in greater detail, and the circuits of a
complete closed-circuit television system will be described.

Part 1 in this series described how the camera tube translates
what it sees into electrical impulses, rather the same as the micro-
phone translates sound waves into electrical impulses. With vision,
however, the scene has to be broken down into elements, and each
element has to be transmitted individually. Synchronising pulses
supply the " timing " mechanism allowing the individual elements
to be pieced together again in Correct order at the receiver so as to
give the impression of a complete, unbroken picture.
The camera of a closed-circuit television system contains not onlv

the camera tube, but also quite a few electronic circuits. These
include the basic components for the camera tube itself, an amplifier
for stepping up the weak vision impulses from the tube to a level
suitable for working a monitor receiver (the camera tube signal is
called the v^eo signal so the amplifier is called a video amplifier),
a field timebase, a line tirnebase and a blanking pulse mixer and
amplifier.

Either valves or transistors can be used in these circuits. Early
closed-circuit cameras used valves, but the more recent models use
transistors. Transistors have many advantages over
valves in this application. The fact that they do not
need heater power simplifies the power supply
system and ensures that the camera runs cool.
Transistors are also less prone to microphony (an
effect in valve cameras which produces dark,
horizontal lines across the picture when the camera
is moved or jarred) and the newer ones are distinctly
lower noise than valves. Moreover, their small sire
means that quite complicated camera circuits can
easily be accommodated inside the camera housing
while retaining a small, easily manipulative size.
Valve circuits demand relatively heavy and large
camera housings.

As valves are on their way out so far as the small,
versatile closed-circuit camera is concerned, they
will not be considered in very great detail in this
series. The main emphasis will be on transistor
circuits.

The camera tube is set up in the camera housing
in such a way that the lens system on the front of
the camera allows the scene to be focused accurately
on the face-plate of the camera tube. The circuits
are usually built upon tmall sub-assembliet or
printed circuit boards and then arranged conve-
niently around the tube.

Vidicon Tub*

The camera tube mostly used in small closed-
circuit systems is the Vidicon tube. A typical
specimen is the Mullard type 55850. This is a one
inch vidicon designed particularly with transistor
circuits in mind. The cathode is indirectly heated
but the heater consumes only 0-6W. Under normal
lighting conditions this tube will resolve up to 900
lines. The tube comes in three grades, for normal
industrial applications, for higher quality medical
and industrial and for film scanner applications.
The vidicon was fully described in Part 1 of this
aeries and readers not conversant with the operation

The

Elements

of Closed

Circuit TV
BY
G. J.

KING

of the vidicon would be well advised to read this
article.

The dimensions, base details and symbol of the
tube are depicted in Fig. 7, The base is of an
unusual 8-pin type, known as the "small button
ditetrar ", but suitable connectors are obtainable
without difficulty from . closed-circuit TV stockists.

The control grid (grid 1) operates from zero to a
maximum of minus 125V, the first anode requires
a potential of up to 350V positive, the second and
third anodes up to 800V positive and the heater is

rated at 63V 90mA.
This signal produced by the tube is not fed out

at a pin but instead is developed on the signal

An dimensions in millimetres Masked portions
•of face

Fig, 7—The Mullard I In. vidicon camera tube: (a) tht
overall dimensions, (b) dimensions of the faceplate,
(c) the camera tube symbol and pin numbers end

(d) details of the bate,
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electrode at the face end of the tube. Connection to

this electrode is generally made by a spring contact

which bears against the metal ring of the signal

electrode. In many designs the spring contact forms
a part of the focusing coil design.

The various elements of the tube were shown in

Fig. 1 last month. This drawing also shows the

horizontal and vertical deflecting coils, the beam
alignment coil and the focusing coil.

The horizontal coils are fed from the line time-

base, the vertical coils from the frame or field

timebase and the focusing coil is energised from the

power supply via a variable resistor as the focus

control. The beam alignment coil is not always

used on less-exacting systems.
There is usually a "fine focus" control in

addition to the focus provided by the focusing coil.

This is accomplished by making the potential at the

second anode slightiy variable by means of a poten-

tiometer. Fig. 8 shows the feeds and the voltages

applied to the vidlcon electrodes.

Dealing with the vidicon and its circuits for the

first time, it may not be easy to accept immediately
the opposite working of the circuits and video

channel. The vidicon works at the front end of the

video channel to produce a video signal, this being
the exact opposite to the picture tube which works
at the back end of the video channel to accept a

video signal and produce a picture.

The field and line timebase have nothing to do
with the actual production of a picture in the

receiving sense. The camera timebases simply make
it possible for the vidicon to produce signal

impulses corresponding to very small elements of

the scene as focused upon its face-plate. Since the

vidicon is not called upon to produce illumination

its electrode voltages and scanning power require-

ments are considerably below those of the picture
tube.

+300V
( i

Fig. 8—Feeds and voltages applied to the vidicon elec-

trodes. To avoid the flybacks of the line and field scans

appearing as dark lines on the picture, the beam electrons

are prevented from landing on the target during the

flybockperiods by negative beam blanking pulses fed to the

control grid. Alternatively, positive blanking pulses can be

fed to the cathode.

Video Requirements

From what we have seen so far, then, the first

requirement of the camera is to amplify the weak

signal impulses present at the signal anode (or

signal electrode) of the vidicon tube. The signal

impulses are very weak indeed, and they are often

indicated in terms of signal current, particularly in

relation to tubes designed for fully-transistorised

equipment. As an example, the maximum peak

signal current of the Milliard one inch vidicon is

600 nanoamperes (a nanoampere—symbol nA—is

10— a ampere). It is imperative, therefore, that the

video amplifier connected to such a tube should be

capable of handling signal-electrode currents of this

magnitude without over-loading the amplifier or

distorting the picture.

While the video amplifier in a receiver is usually

of a single or two-stage circuit, the video amplifier

of the camera may have three or even four stages.

We must, remember, of course, that the video sig-

nal at the vision detector of a receiver may be

almost one volt in peak amplitude. Since the signal

applied to the input of the camera video amplifier

is only a very small fraction of a volt, noise becomes

an important factor. If noise is added to the video

signal in the early amplifier stages it will show as

bad grain on the picture of the monitor receiver.

A little grain is to be expected because absolutely

noise-free amplification is impossible. However, the

noise should be small and grain should only show
on dark scenes. That is, when the vidicon output

signal is very small indeed.

The video" amplifier in the camera must produce

a signal in the order of one-volt peak to supply the

video amplifier stage in the monitor receiver. Note
here, that the camera output is a composite signal

made up not only of the video signal proper but

also the synchronising pulses from the timebase

circuits. The sync signal is added to the pure video

signal at the output of the video amplifier. We shall

see how this happens later.

Video Bandwidth

The video amplifier channel, therefore, must be
capable of giving high signal gains at low noise.

Moreover, to resolve a picture of 405 lines (equiva-

lent to 300 " vertical lines ") the amplifier must
have a bandwidth approaching 3Mc/s. A band-
width of over 4A4c/s is required to do full justice

to a 625-line picture. This means that the amplifier

must lift the level of signals almost from d.c. to

several megacycles per second, all by the same
amount.
The electrical impulses produced by the vidicon

due to instantaneously scanned picture elements
often have steep rising fronts—rather like sharply-

stepped front of a square-wave. Such impulses or
waves would be badly distorted and rounded at the

corners if fed through an amplifier with a limited

bandwidth. A wide bandwidth preserves the wave-
shape.
Rounding of the naturally sharp comers of the

video signal when the signal is passed through a

narrow-band amplifier results in the reproduced
picture being very poorly defined. For instance,

instead of a clear, vertical demarcation between a

sudden change from black to white or from white

to black on the reproduced picture there will be a
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fuzzy changeover from black to white and vice

versa. Fine vertical detail of the picture will thus
be completely lost. It may be recalled that exactly

the same effect occurs when a receiver is working
under restricted vision i.f. channel bandwidth as

may be caused by misalignment or by a fault in the

video amplifier stage.

In general, the resolution potential of a good
vidicon camera tube is well in excess of the camera
and monitor video amplifier bandwidth. That is to

say, the resolution of this type of tube is limited by
the bandwidth of the video amplifiers in the camera/
receiver chain.

Signal voltage Output

Fig. 9—The non-linearity between signal voltage output
and light Input reveals the need for gamma correction.

Gamma Correction

The signal voltage produced at the signal anode
of the vidicon does not rise linearly with light input.

A power law is followed here, as shown in Fig. 9.

The video amplifier normally provides some correc-

tion for this non-linearity, this being termed
" gamma correction ". The term " gamma

"

originated in photography, before television, and a
refers simply to the extent of contrast expansion of

the picture.

Without gamma correction in a television system,
the picture would have stretched highlights and
compressed shadows. A fully corrected video ampli-
fier would have a response curve equal to the

reciprocal of the curve in Fig. 9. In simple closed-

circuit TV systems full gamma correction may not

be applied, and there may be only an attempt
towards correction.

We have seen, then, that the video amplifier in a

television camera must satisfy a diversity of con-
ditions. Let us now look at a typical camera tran-

sistorised video amplifier. Such a circuit is shown
in Fig. 10.

This is, in effect, a three-stage amplifier, com-
prising Trl, Tr2 and Tr3. The fourth stage, Tr4
is a collector-follower output stage, often known in

transistor parlance as a common-collector stage.

Here the signal is applied at the base and extracted
from the emitter. It is to this stage that the sync
pulses are also applied.
The first three transistors are connected in the

common-emitter mode. That is, with the signal

applied at the base and extracted from the collector.

47KH

33kCl

l[U-/vW* Tr2 i JlUr
,u

I 47KH OC171 ,U
V 1

*vww«-|[]— *~~

1Q»JF

QAftl

IQpF

10OOpF

10jjF

1>
4*7kn

50kQ

ISPoAatSync pulses in

Fig. 10—Circuit diagram of a three-stage video amplifier . The fourth stage, TH, is used as on emitter-follower output
and to the base af this transistor the sync pulse signals are also applied.
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The bases of Trl and Tr2 are biased for die correct

working conditions by the common potential-

divider made up of the lOkil and 2-2kit resistors

across the supply circuit. The junction is taken to

the bases through 47kfl resistors. The base of the

third transistor is similarly biased by a lOkfi and
4-7kfl resistor network. Coupling of signal is

accomplished by 10/*F electrolytic capacitors

between collector and base of the following stage.

Response Correction

There are several artifices in the circuit designed
essentially for response correction. These include

the two chokes CHI and CH2 in the collectors of

Trl and Tr3. Their presence gives a lift of ampli-
fication towards the higher video frequencies.

Further correction is provided by the resistors and
capacitors in the emitter circuits of the first three

transistors. In the emitter circuit of Tr3 one of the

resistors is preset to allow adjustment of the overall

response of the amplifier. The relative values of the

R and C networks here govern the amount of feed-

back over the video spectrum, and thus by the

choice of suitable values the response can be
tailored just as required. It is here where gamma
correction is applied.

The signal coupling between Tr2 and Tr3 is

frequency selective, and this provides a controlled

lift towards the top end of the video spectrum. A
degree of feedback is also applied from the collector

circuit of Tr3 to the emitter of Trl, via the inter-

mediate network. This feedback tends to stabilise

the input impedance of Trl. It also increases the

input impedance so as to present a reasonable
match to the high impedance signal anode of the

vidicon tube.

The output of the video amplifier is taken via the
two 10uF capacitors either side of the 470Q resis-

tor to the base of Tr4, this base being biased by
the network comprising the 6-8kfl and 15kfl
resistors through the 47kfl resistor.

Adding Syne

Now, it is at this point that the sync signals are
. " mixed " with the video signals. The diode in the
sync pulse feed circuit tends to relieve the loading
on Tr4 during the line scan periods. The other
diode can be considered as a " modulator " or recti-

fier, giving the composite signal a d.c. level at the

A home closed-circuit camera system working in conjunc-

tion with an ordinary domestic television set. Here the

camera produces on r.f. output on a Band I channel

modulated with the video signal. The camera output thus

needs only to be plugged into the aerial socket of the set.

base of Tr4. The video signal thus rises above the

stabilised sync pulses and the conventional video

waveform appears across the emitter resistor of Tr4,

as refletced from the base circuit.

Tins signal is fed out through the 1,000uF
coupling electrolytic, and generally at this point

represents a level of about IV peak. This is fed to

the video 3ignal input of the monitor set.

Next month

Instead of appearing as neat video, the output

from some close-circuit cameras is at r.f., corres-

ponding in frequency to a Band I television channel.

We shall see next month how such a signal is

obtained by very simple means. We shall also dis-

cuss the timebase circuits and have a look at the

type of signals which are fed to Tr4 to constitute

the sync pulses.

PART 3 NEXT MONTH

DX-TV
—continued from page 2SS

of TVE Madrid on E2, following caption details

supplied by him. This was on an unconverted
British set, so the signal must have been very strong

indeed.
Michael Ward (Cheadle) has had Tallin on R2

confirmed by a photograph he sent us. He also

sent a caption photograph bearing the word Riga
received on R2. This is not the Riga transmitter

which is on channel R3 in Band II but originates

through an Intervision link, probably via Tallin

when relaying Riga.

NEWS

(1) Since January, 1965, the 819-line Belgian
RTB (French language) service has ceased
operating and has been replaced by a 625-line
service as used by BRT (Flemish language) service

now uses.

(2) DX/TV Pacific area. A Wellington (New
Zealand) report for January 4th indicates that TV
pictures from Hawaii appeared for some 40
minutes on local TV sets! Hawaii is some 4,000
miles distant; it is, of course, midsummer in New
Zealand at the present time (Jan.), so I hope this is

a good omen for 1965 summer DX/TV. here!
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HERE IT IS!

THE

OLYMPICH
GREAT NEWS-TRANSISTOR TV FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR !

* Fully transistorised, except for the c.r.t. and e.h.t. rectifier.

* Operates from 12V car battery, Ever Ready TVI dry battery, or a.c. mains..

* No tiny picture—the Olympic II has a 14" 90° picture tube.

* Unit construction for flexibility.

* High performance using latest techniques.

* Low noise level (better than 5dB) giving clear
M
snow-free" pictures.

APRIL ISSUE OF

PRACTICAL TELEVISION
ON SALE MARCH 18th

DON'T GET LEFT BEHIND—ORDER YOUR COPY NOW!
and tell your friends about it too

!
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AMP1
HIGH-6A
H.T.KITCHEI

THE author's 6in. oscilloscope has a sensitivity

of 100mV/cm, which is sufficient for many
purposes but not, as he recently found out,

enough to enable an examination to be made of
the waveforms produced by low output magnetic
pick-ups and tape replay heads. These have an
average output ofrSmV and rarely exceed lOmV so
that an attempt to examine the output waveforms
produced a trace l/20cm high, which could barely
be seen let alone analysed. Obviously some extra
amplification was called for and rather than
modify the internal 'scope amplifier it was decided
to build an external amplifier which could be easily

brought into use only when required. A tran-
sistorised amplifier was considered and rejected
because suitable valves were in stock, transistors
were not, though the size of the finished amplifier

OOmpafCS favourably with some transistorised ones
the author has seen.

Specification

Gain: 60dB

Frequency Response: 10 c s-50 kc's ± I dB

Maximum Input for Undistorted Output: lOmV

Power Requirements: 350V, 3 mA and 6-3 V 0-4 A
Overall Size: 4jin. x 3£in. x 2tn.

Design Considerations

Before the complete circuit is

examined some of the factors that

influenced the design might prove
of interest, particularly to those
readers who might have little

experience of this type of circuit.

The very high gain may occasion
some surprise, but that this is not
excessive is quite easily proved if

one considers an input of lmV
such as might obtain from a quiet
passage on a record or tape or for

any other reason for that matter.
This will result in an output of IV,
causing a trace lOcms high on the
'*scope, which in the author's case
just about fills the usable portion
of the screen. In fact if one wanted
to examine such faults as waveform
-clipping even higher gain could be
desired.

The wide frequency response is

not being wasted even though the
h.f. outputs of most pick-ups and
tape heads rarely exceed 18 or
20kc/s. Square wave or pulse wave-
forms - are - extensively used for

audio testing, the extent to which the rise and
-decay times are affected being the measure of

goodness of the amplifier through which it is

passed; an amplifier with a wide bandwidth affected

the square wave less than one with a restricted

bandwidth. If the oscilloscope is to display the
true state of an amplifier's misbehaviour its own
amplifier must be entirely above suspicion. With
the amplifier being described lOkc/s square waves
with a rise time of lo/Asec. are presented as though

\-/

Fig. /—Tfie amplifier circuit.
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they had a rise rime of 2 usee, and since not many
amateurs can generate such short rise time square
waves this is, in the author's opinion, an acceptable
error.

T7ie Two-valve Circuit

The complete circuit is given in Fig. 1, from
which it will be seen that two triode connected
EF186 valves are used in cascade,
each providing a gain of 32 or an
overall gain of approximately
1,000. The low frequency res-

ponse is dependent on the series

reactance of the coupling capaci-
tors CI, C4 and C6 and the shunt
impedance of the grid resistors

Rl, R8, CI and C6 have a
capacity of 0-l,«F which at 10c /s
presents a series reactance of
I50kc/s, which is comparatively
negligible when compared to Rl,
which is 2-7Mflj and the input
resistance of the 'scope, which is

l'SMfi. Due to space limitations
C4 has been reduced in value to
0-04/iF with a series reactance of
approximately 320ki7, which has
been balanced by increasing RS
to 5-6MH.
The high frequency response is

dependent on shunt impedance as

presented by grid leaks and stray
capacities to earth. With the
grid leaks made sufficiently high
the problem resolves into reduc-
ing stray capacities and in this

respect the cable used to couple
the " work " into the amplifier
and the amplifier to the 'scope
should be good quality low-loss
coaxial and as little of that as

possible. With shunt capacitance
reduced to the minimum a useful
response to several hundred fcc/s

should obtain.

Decoupling is thorough and is

provided by R4, R6 and C3, C7.
The values of the capacitors can

be increased with some advantage but should not
be decreased as it is essential that the h.t. supply
should be free from smoothing ripple voltages and
feedback from V2, which could have an adverse
effect upon the performance of the amplifier as a
whole. Similarly the heater voltage should be
centre tapped so that hum can be at a minimum.
Power supplies are very modest indeed, being
3-5mA at 350V and 0-4A at 63V and should be
easily provided by the majority of 'scopes.

Component Values

In any amplifier as sensitive as the one under
discussion the quality of certain components is of
paramount importance. Rl, R2, R3 must be high
stability types if the output signal is not to contain
a large percentage of self-induced noise. R7, R8.
R9 should, preferably, be also high stability
resistors, though in deference to economy
ordinary ^W carbon resistors could be tried and.
if successful, retained. In the author's experience
EF86 valves have, as a rule, proved most reliable,
though it is possible that some specimens may
generate noise when used in the VI position; in
which case they should be tried in V2 position,
being retained there if successful. In extreme
cases replacement is the best and only cure. Valve-

s'' -J
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Fig. 2~-Details of the aluminium chassis, cose and cover.
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H.T.+- lead

^_

Fig. 3 [Top)—Wiring on the underside of the chassis

;

(bottom)

—

hyout inside the case and the rest of the

wiring,

holders, too, can cause trouble through leakage

across adjacent pins, and the slight extra expense

of ceramic or p.t.f.e. types is well worth while.

In order to exclude the possibility of earth loops

which could cause hum to be induced into the

amplifier, earthing should be to the 'scope by
means of the braiding of the o/p lead. This means
that the o/p lead must not be disconnected whilst

the power plug is still connected—unless the

constructor delights in death-defying acts I

Case and Chassis

The metalwork consists of three pieces of

aluminium, these comprising the chassis, case and
cover, and are made to the dimensions of Fig. 2.

Brass or tinplate could also be used with the added

advantage that the corners could be soldered,

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:

RI 2-7MO hj.
IkQ h.s.

82kQ h.s.

47kU
470kQ

R2
R3
R4
R5

R6 33ki~i

R7 82Q h.s.

R8 5-6MQ h.s.

R9 l-2kiihj.

All 10% £W carbon. h.s.=high stability

Capacitors:

CI 0-l/i.F paper 350V
C2 50^.F electrolytic 15V

C3 I6^.F electrolytic 350V

C4 0-04pF paper 350V

C5 50/xF electrolytic 15V

C6 0-lj*F paper 350V
C7 I6^,F electrolytic 350V

Miscellaneous:

VI. V2 EF86 or Z729

Two B9A p.t.f.e. valveholders with two spring-

type valve-retainers. Two coaxial sockets.

resulting in a neater and stronger assembly. The
case should be made first and the cover and chassis

made to fit. When bending the metal allowance

should be made for the thickness of it. The
" bending " dimensions for the case are for the

inside and those for the cover and chassis for the

outside.

Wlring-vp

Wiring should present few problems even for

Lhe beginner, since all the components can be

soldered in place before the chassis is screwed into

the case, all that being necessary then is the

earthing of. the grid and cathode components and

the connecting of CI, C6 to their respective

sockets. There is not much room to spare, so a

fairly small component for C4 is required, this

being wired directly from VI anode to V2 grid.

R5, the 470kfl resistor, is used to support the

decoupling resistors R4, R6, the h.L lead being

soldered to their junction. It also serves to

discharge C3, C7 and can be any value from about

lOOkfl upwards. The power supply is obtained

from the 'scope by means of a short length of

three-way cable terminating in a small four-pin

non-reversible plug. The heater wiring within the

case should be of lightly twisted wire to minimise

hum radiation.

Checking and Testing

After completion the amplifier should be care-

fully checked for wrong components and wiring

mistakes and can then be connected to the power
supply and allowed ten minutes or so for warming
up, after which it can undergo several tests

intended to show if any defects exist. A voltage

check should be carried out using, if possible, a

meter of 20,000 o.p.v. to minimise loading on the
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anode circuits, the voltages obtained agreeing

reasonably closely with those given. With a less

sensitive meter a more reliable method would be

to measure the cathode voltages and, if these agree

with those given, the circuit can safely be assumed
to be in order.

Next the o/p can be examined for self-generated

noise by turning the 'scope Y amplifier to maximum
gain. Without an input to the external amplifier

the 'scope should display a straight line. Should
noise be present its source is quite easily found,
hum being particularly obvious. Valve or resistor

noise is easily pin-pointed by shorting out the

respective grid leaks, which will establish whether
VI circuit or V2 circuit is faulty, and from there

it is but a short step to pin-pointing the actual

component.
To check the amplifier gain and distortion

requires either an accurate millivoltmeter or a

calibrated (and accurate) attenuator on the 'scope-

To check for distortion it will be necessary to

couple the amplifier to the 'scope and feed a

metered signal in, gradually increasing it until the

waveform is seen to limit, that is, the peaks are

clipped. The input is then reduced until the

clipping disappears and the meter reading noted.

This should be in the region of 8-12raV. The
millivoltmeter is transferred to the o/p and the

volts out noted from which ^:he overall gain can be
estimated.

It may well be that for many applications the

overall gain is excessive, in which case it can be
easily reduced by introducing negative feedback
from V2 anode to VI anode by means of a

resistor the value of which will have to be
experimentally determined. A resistor is preferable

to a capacitor since, at the frequency concerned, it

is practically frequency independent. N.F.B. has,

of course, the usual beneficial effect of reducing
noise and distortion.

Many other uses will occur to the experimenter
for this amplifier amongst which can be numbered
baby alarm (with additional o/p stage, of course),

pick-up amplifier for low output magnetic pick-ups
with selective feedback for equalising purposes and
photocell amplifier.

A VIEWER'S GUIDE TO TV SERVICING
—continued from page 2S3

point (usually the c.r. tube first anode).

Other components which it pays to locate for

future reference are:

—

Main smoothing capacitors.

Vision detector diode.

Sound interference limiter diode,

Sound take-off point.

Screen dropper on line output valve.

Boost fine reservoir capacitor.

Frame output valve bias capacitor.

Cast also a suspicious eye at any carbon com-
position resistors of high wattage rating, especially

if rhey appear discoloured. Manufacturers tend to

under-rate these resistors, and if they become too
hot they change value, normally going low. This
enables more current to flow, making them get
hotter, and consequently lower still in value.

This cumulative effect can lead in time to the
destruction of the associated valves and the burn-
out of the adjacent printed panel, Nip it in the
bud, if you can.

Finally, listen for the whistle which emanates
from the line output stage. On some sets it is

louder than others, and the younger you are, the
more it gets on your nerves.

Its presence on a faulty set is reassuring, as it

usually denotes a working line output stage,
especially if it is shrill and healthy. Sync can be
checked without a raster by rotating the line hold
control and listening to the whisde. You should
hear it " lock in ".

The next instalment will deal with the accumu-
lation of a useful service tool-kit without spending
a fortune, and in the meantime you will no
doubt have to overcome the family resentment to
tinkering around with the set in viewing time.
Remind them that when the set breaks down

you will be in the privileged position of being on
the spot as it happens, and therefore in a better
state to diagnose the fault than is the serviceman
who arrives a day later. Although irrelevant this
is better than no explanation at all!

—continued next month

Transistorised CCTV Camera

ITROM Fringevision comes the Vidicon 5.R.F.
closed circuit television camera produced for

industry- This camera (shown on the left) is fully

transistorised and is designed for continuous rating
conditions. It has die cast front and end panels and
printed circuit construction throughout.
Power requirements are 210—240V 50c /s with a

consumption of 20W. A 405-line system is used
with 3Mc/s horizontal resolution and random inter-

lace is employed. The r.f. signal output is 20mV
(any channel in Band I) and the sensitivity is 0*5ft.

candle target illumination.
The operation controls', provided are, electro-

static focus, target voltage control, and beam
current control. The price of this camera is £91
and it can be supplied to industry on rental for

complete installations etc. Fringevision Limited.
Elcat Lane, Marlborough, Wiltshire.
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Amateur Band Topics

A DESCRIPTION OF AMATEUR TV STATION G3N0X/T

JEREMY ROYLE first became interested in

amateur television in 1953, at a time when such

devices as Vidicon Camera Tubes were unob-

tainable, and the only practical way the amateur

could generate television pictures was by means of

the flying spot scanner.

The first equipment constructed was a flying spot

scanner consisting of an ex-Govemment Electro-

static Cathode Ray Tube, and a 931A Photo Multi-

plier. This simple system produced reasonable

results providing the density of the slide was
restricted. About a year later a low power trans-

mitter was constructed by his father. Mr. R. L.

Royle, G2WJ/T which was used to transmit the

first pictures to G3GDR at Abbots Langley, near

Watford, a distance of 30 miles.

The next development was the construction of a

camera which used the Photicon Image Iconscope

camera tube. This tube was used by the BBC
during the 1950's and produced pictures of

extremely high quality, although the sensitivity was

low compared with modern cameras. During this

period many improvements were made, such as

higher power transmitters, and larger transmitting

aerials together with improvements in sensitivity of

the receivers.

During 1958 he obtained his present call sign

G3NOX/T and commenced operating from a new
site near Saffron Walden, Essex. This position is

450ft. above sea level and has proved to be an

extremely good v.h.f. site ideally situated near the

centre of considerable amateur television activity.

The equipment now in use at G3NOX/T con-

sists of four vision sources, a control room and a

small studio equipped with video monitor, sound

circuits and lighting of various kinds.

Vis/on Sources

These consist of:

1. 3in. Image Orthicon Camera with four lenses

and electronic viewfinder mounted on a

movable dolly and fitted with 100ft. of

camera cable.

2. Monoscope test pattern generator with call

sign inserted.

3. Sawtooth test signal for transmitter linearity

check.
4. Vertical white pulse for carrying out signal to

noise tests at the receiving end.

Each of these picture sources are fed into a four

channel A.B, type vision mixing unit which has

facilities for mixing or cutting between each source

as well as adding the synchronising pulses. The
output of this unit is taken via a transmission

monitor to the vision transmitter.

(b)

(c)

(d)

The

Four video monitors arc used at G3NOX/T
these are used in the following manner.

(a) Preview. This can be switched to any vision

source but normally displays the monoscope

test pattern.
,

Camera Control Unit Monitor. This dis-

plays the picture produced by the camera.

Radio Check Monitor, for displaying

incoming amateur TV or broadcast pictures

Transmission Monitor, This displays tht

picture being radiated by the vision trans-

mitter.
„»> transmitted waveform conforms 10 th

standard 405 line system and can be received oi

anv standard TV by means of a simple tuner unit. i

35-valve waveform generator provides all the wave-

forms used throughout the station, and all this

equipment is run from electronically stabilised

power units for stability.

In addition to local sources of picture signals,

video receiver is used in conjunction with a conver-

ter to enable other amateur signals to be relayed;

this receiver feeds a standard IV signal to the trans-

mitter via a selection switch.

Transmitters

The vision transmitter uses four 250B valves in

the final amplifier, running 150W peak white input

This is grid modulated in the usual way with

positive vision signals or with high level stabilisec

screen modulation for speech communication. The
transmitter is crystal control led using frequency

multipliers to reach the normal carrier frequency o:

436-OMc/s.
The sound transmitter runs at 30W input to a

QQVO320/A also using high level screen modula-

tion, and operates 34Mc/s below the vision trans-

mitter. In this way, sound and vision can be

received on a standard 405 line TV receiver.

Aerials

The main transmitting aerial is mounted on a

40ft. lattice tower and consists of a 64-elemen

colinear stacked array having a gain of 18dB witl

adequate gain-bandwidth characteristics. This aeria

which can be seen in the cover picture, give

G3NOX/T an e.r.p. (effection radiated power) o

6kW and has enabled pictures to be transmitte<

200 miles under good propagation conditions. Fo
the sound transmission a 6 over 6 slot fed aerial

used

Activities

G3NOX/T operates on most evenings on

frequency of 436-OMc/s vision, 4325Mc/s sound
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Amateur station G3N0XjT. The equipment shown here includes the vision monitors, camera control unit and the vision

mixer.

and welcomes tests with other amateur TV stations

or those equipped with receivers only.

To G3NTOX/T goes the distinction, shared with
G3ILD/T of Darlington, of establishing the

present world record amateur TV-DX two-way
contact of 200 miles. This sound and vision QSO

took place on September 3rd, 1964.

The latest development at G3NOX/T is the use
of the 23 centimetre band where, of course, the

ranges are more limited. However, tests have shown
that this band can provide some very interesting

results.

On Sale Now . .

.

PRACTICAL
WIRELESS
including—
HOW TO ALIGN A RECEIVER WITHOUT TEST
INSTRUMENTS—designed to help the beginner to
radio construction.

A VOLTAGE STABILISED V.F.O.—this month's Ham
feature.

THE "CADET" HYBRID AMPLIFIER—a valve/tran-
sistor circuit providing a 7W output. This design can
be put together for as little as SO'-.

KEYED AUDIO OSCILLATOR—an advanced design
using Veroboard construction techniques,

Only 2s.

PRACTICAL

ELECTRONICS
contents of the latest edition of this

brand new magazine for the elect-

ronics enthusiast include—
ELECTRIC CLOCK with digital display. A faceless clock
with four Digitron tubes.

AUTOMATIC PARKING LIGHT. Dusk to dawn
switching.

TRANSISTOR TUNER covering M.W. and LW. bands.

VERSATILE OSCILLOSCOPE for servicing electronic
equipment.
Plus; another 8 pages of the Guide to Semiconductor
Circuit Design.

Price 2s. 6d.
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Servicing
TELEVISION
Receivers

by L Lawry-Johns

CONTINUED FROM PACE 209 OF THE FEBRUARY ISSUE

ONE of the most frequent causes of lack of e.h.t,

when valves and components have been
checked is undoubtedly the transformer itself,

which is prone to insulation failure. However, the

transformers are readily available and fitting is quite

straightforward, the only awkward pan being the

wiring of the EY86 heater leads, The fixing is by
one screw on the right side and the connections are

made to the left side panel. The EY86 seems to

last fairly well but when a no-picture condition

obtains and the line whistle is normal, with
indication of e.h.t. to the top cap of the EY86, this

valve not lighting, it is reasonable to suspect an
open-circuit heater.

An internal short in the EY86 results in a very
ragged whistle, but this is easily checked by

removing the cap from the side of the tube. The
whisde becomes normal but the spark from the

freed lead becomes violent, quite different from the

normal thin arcs obtained when the valve is

rectifying.

Lock of Width

This can be due to a low-emission PY32,
particularly if the bottom of the picture compresses
at the same time. If the h.t. voltage is about 200V
or more, however, the PY32 should not be
suspected (h.t. checked at PY32 cathode or reservoir

capacitor tag). In this case check the PL36 and
the 4*7kll screen feed resistor. The PY81 is

sometimes at fault, but not often.

r*-WT-T

meg R19-J
g 5MA5 C2S_

5 :•_-:',-

3*2*41 V9 V4 V3

C73M0-0l)jF 2Wv AC. "0W XtJVA t

fig* 4—The power supply circuit and audio output stages.
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If the hold control is at the end of its travel the
?CF80 VII is usually at fault, but if this is not
;o check the PL36 and the resistors associated with
joth valves and C87 200pF.

:ield {Frame) Timebase

The valve concerned is V10 PCL82 and the
:ircuit is such that there is a good deal of
nteraction between the control, hold height and
inearity. If the side control (hold) will not lock
;he picture vertically check the setting of the rear
eft side height and linearity controls. If these do

Picture Faults

Loss of contrast, leaving the picture thin and of
weak sync but with adequate brightness, should
direct attention to the vision demodulator diode
OA70, the PCL84 and associated resistors. If,

however, there is excessive grain the tuner unit
should be inspected, checking first the PCC84.
If the sync is good but the picture is extremely thin
and the sound normal it is worth while checking
C64 0-25,uF, which is the video coupling capacitor

to the c.r.t. cathode.

No Picture Signal

If the sound is norma! and the raster is quite
bright but blank check R45/46 and R47, LIS. C64

U5

C35

\^^{^l

R30

R29

C91

-R35

C71

C62
C34-

CB8* ""*'
£e7 | |C\

I V12
J
R81 R60 RS2

CSS

C90

P.27

Fig. 5—A simplified layout diagram of the components undercbassis.

lot help, a replacement FCL82 is usually called for.

Check R59 and C74 if necessary.

Lack of Height

If the loss is even top and bottom the resistor

R57 (lMfi) will usually be found at fault. V10
should be checked if necessary, although die bottom
>f the picture and the hold will call attention .to

this before overall lack of height is experienced.

and C54 (0001 /xF decoupling pin 8 of V7). V7 or
V8 could be at fault, as could D23 and there are,

of course, many other possibilities, but these are
fairly common failures.

Unusual Effects

Stubborn sound on vision, vision on sound,
rippled picture, loss of sync, etc., which occur quite
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fc

D2
OA70

LIS

C59
4*7 pF

Te> line output

-

transforcYief via R83 '

fi$. 6—The video cmpfifier and cf.U circuits.

suddenly, can usual lv be traced to defective

electrolytic* C33 and C37 as well as C38/C39.
Loss of capacity in C39 causes low h.t. voltage,

weak sound and no (or very small) picture.

Sound Faults

Severely distorted sound can usually be traced to

R17 10MH but V4 PCL82 is often at fault, running

into grid circuit and damaging R23 5600, which
should always be checked—weak sound with

accentuated S's can usually be traced to R21
(220kfi). This rises in value to something over

5Mfl before the sound fails completely. Weak but

undistorted sound can often be traced to an open-
circuited electrolytic C30 or C35 (both 25 mF).

No Sound or Vision

If when the receiver is switched with mfcins

present it the fuseholders there is no sign of life

from the valve heaters, listen for a slight tingling

noise from the PY32. If there is no such tingle

check the section of the mams dropper and the

PY32 itself. If a slight noise is heard or the supply

is traced through the dropper and PY32 the open
circuit is further down chain but usually not very

far. The PY81 is most commonly at fault and it

is worth checking this before the chassis is removed
to trace the supply through the heater chain. Note
that there is a wire-wound resistor between the

dropper on the top (R25) and the thermistor

underneath. This is R29 120ft 12W.

Associated Models

The Emerson E704 and Beethoven B208 arc

associated 17in. table models.

NIXT MONTH—M1THOVEN SIMM AND
RAYMOND FIOJ/I

PSSTt
WANNA

TRANSISTOR
TV?

WILL
TAKE

A LOOK
AT PAGE

1*3

YEAH!
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^.OING UP! Going up! The
cost of living continues to

se—and so do the costs of pro-
ucing television programmes. It

interesting to compare the costs

I producing the television pro-
tamines of today with the innxii-

:simal budgets of the earliest

re-war BBC programmes from
ie Alexandra Palace Studios.

"he scope and spectacular
ualities of today's programmes
aturally cost a lot more, but so

even the very simplest of
ocumentary TV magazines. No
onder BBC executives continue
) lobby MPs and others to
icrease the price of television

cences.

ITV companies also groan
ndcr the burden of levies and
ixation of various kinds on their

icomes from advertising. No
'onder they tend to retain and
Imost perpetuate their most
opular programme series, such
> Coronation Street and
'ake Your Pick. Fortunately
ie major ITV companies axe
ble to venture large budget items
)r special programmes in the
reat competition to keep their

>p places in the weekly TAM
1tings.

Golden Hours"

A two-hour drama programme,
) cost £100,000, was announced
l January by Lew Grade.
lanaging director of A-TV. This
has the result of a challenge by
ord Hill, chairman of the Inde-
endent Television Authority,
ho realised the importance of
ie " Golden Hours " programme
f ballet and opera presented a
ear ago at the Royal Opera
louse, Covent Garden by A-TV.
'hat was, you recall, a star-

:udded occasion in which Dame
largot Fonteyn, Rudolph
rureyevj Maria Callas and Tito
robbi appeared. Lord Hill
jggested that another " Golden
[ours " programme could cover
arious aspects of the theatxe.

A-TV responded by bringing
)gether the greatest names in

ie British theatxe in scenes
elected from some of their most
nportant productions—and these
ames included Sir Laurence
Hivier, John Clements, Peter
>Toole, Dame Peggy Ashcroft,
>ame Edith Evans, Maggie
mith and Paul Scofieid,

THE DIPOLE

What a show! What a cast!
And what problems for producers
and technicians to overcome in

presenting this type of show
" live " to a brilliant invited

audience in the Queen's Theatre,
Shaftesbury Avenue.

Extracts of What?

It is, of course, a " middle-
brow " piece of showmanship to

combine the high spots of a
number of unrelated ballets,

operas and excerpts from theatre

drama or comedy into one show.
Linking and continuity of presen-
tation, together with audience
•participation, are important
factors, too.

Just as important as they were
in the earliest days of Edison's
cylinder phonographs, when the
first reproduction of selections

from the operas were condensed
into two minute " gems ** from

"Carmen", "William Tell" and /or
"Barber of Seville", Thus was a

form of musical culture intro-
duced in the late nineties into
log-huts in the mid-west of USA
at the same time as in the fire-

sides of English homes and
castles.

The ghost of Thomas A.
Edison appears in many places,
including the pages of ICONOS,
your commentator, who started

scratching crystals in 1923 and
has been looking into other
crystals (like a clairvoyant) in

these columns since 1947. In the
October 1964 issue of this journal
he featured Mr. Edison in a

slightly satirical sketch of the
activities of that great inventor.

historical Saws in which were
quire rightly detected by a reader

in a letter to the Editor.

Eccentricities of Edison

The whole point of the
" ghost " sketch was a rather
affectionate respect for the
activities and eccentricities of that

Grand Old Man, Edison, who
assembled at New Jersey a team
of technicians able to deal witb a

wide variety of technical develop-
ments, ranging from telegraphy,

electrical power stations, phono-
graphs, carbon filament lamps,
animated photography etc., etc.

In the case of the motion
picture, there have been many
claimants for the original inven-
tion of the Kinematograph,
including Friese-Greene, Robert
Paul, the Lumiere Brothers, Birr
Acres, Muybridge, Demeney} all

of which made individual contri-

butions. Friese-Greene antici-

pated many of these developments
in bis 1889 patent.

Nevertheless, notwithstanding
the help Friese-Greene received

from Evans and Rudge, the first

practical demonstration to a pay-
ing public was made with the

Edison Kinetoscope (" What the

Butler Saw ") machine in 189

3

and with the Lumiere screen
projector in 1895.
Thomas Alva Edison was a

great character, an impresario
who collected, directed, super-
vised and integrated scientific

talents in a manner which has
become a normal practise in this

day and age. The detailed work
of the Kinematograph develop-
ment in Edison's laboratory in

New Jersey was carried out by
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W.K.L. Dickson, a Scot, who
built a motion picture camera in

1892 which was capable of

operating at 46 frames per second

on 35mm Eastman celluloid film

with perforations almost the same
as the standard film perforations

of today.

Lighting Techniques

Lighting techniques for tele-

vision studios, film studios,

theatrical stages and still portraits

vary a great deal, further compli-

cated by the differing require-

ments of black-and-white and

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

close-ups, not to mention imme-
diate changes from one scene to

another, all call for speed and
decision on the part of a lighting

man.
Fortunately, the small tele-

vision screen, the high ambient

light in the viewer's sitting room,

the distortions and lack of d.c.

restoration on his TV set, all

cover up blemishes which would

not be acceptable on a big cinema
screen.

The fact is, the television light-

ing man often accomplishes

remarkably good portraiture and

set lighting at incredible speed.

Upidly moving cameras rolling

March, 1965

stands or attached to the cameras]

known as " bashers ", for soma
unknown reason. These soft lights

give good rendering of the moso
important part of the face—thd

eyes. " Bashers " are
.

nP^j
increasingly used in television

studios,' attached to the image

orthicon cameras and controlled

for dimming at the lighting superJ

visor's console,
" Basher " is not the only

strange name applied to the

multitude of different lighting

units in studios, with names
which derive either from cockney

rhyming slang or are more
descriptive of their purpose than

mere model or pattern numbers.

Here is a thumb-nail glossary:

Type Slang Name
31 K) watt spotlight Tup*
200 watt spotlight 'Inky-Dinky*
2-light flood 'Lollo5

5kW soft light 'Sky Pan'
50ft,'spot variable

luminaire 'Twister'
4-light flood 'Quads'
lOkW spotlight 'Tenner'
Shadow producers

for lights 'Niggers'
'French Flags
'Nets*

Stray light

eliminators 'BARN Doors'
MR type 1 450 arcs 'Brutes'

Various types of

lamp brackets 'Turtles'
'Trombones'
'Sleds'

Controlled shaped
'Foo Foos'

Thomas Alva Edison at the age of 31, with his first cylindrical phonograph.

colour. Big improvements have
been made to the equipment
required for each field. The
biggest advance has been made in

television studios from the opera-

tional point of view, if not in the

resulting end-product.
The search for—and achieve-

ment of—good portraiture of top-

line stars, in top-line films has

always required extreme care on
the part of the lighting director

(formerly called the Cameraman)
amounting to virtuosity. The
larger the screen in the cinema,

the greater are the artistic and
technical demands upon him,

with extended time scale.

Compare the speed operation of

the film studio lighting director

with his counterpart on television,

and the difference is enormous.

The use of multiple television

cameras for simultaneous shooting

of long-shots, mid-shots and

across dead flat lino-covered

floors call for the removal of floor

stands and other stage clutter.

Overhead lighting units on tele-

scopic supports, as developed by

Mole Richardson (England)

Limited, has made a valuable

contribution to progress in this

respect, but the remote control

dimmer consoles of Strand

Electric Company have been
equally important.

Britain is well ahead of other

countries in this respect. One of

the main problems of overhead
lighting has been the shadow
effects on the eyes of the actors

(and actresses) which sometimes
add years to their age.

"Bashers"

Film studio lighting men use

soft low-power lights on floor

'Keg'

'Scoop'

'Sputnik'
'Current Bun'

soft lights

American IkW
spot

General flood

lamps
Special type semi

flood
5kW spot

A typical slatig instruction;

"The backlight is i (pointing) "Tw
too bright ('hot') I peasy on th

on this actor's I loaf"

head" I

After taking a " butchers " (i.<

look) at his " bubbles " (i.f

lamps), the lighting supervise)

climbs the "apples and pears

(Le. stairs) to his " lost chord

(i.e. organ-console Iightin

dimmer). This kind of double

talk may seem as clear as mud i

many of us, but it carries with

the virtuosity of confider

professionalism.

Jfafc&
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BLACK
LEVEL EQUALISATION
Improved television circuitry which may be incorporated

in existing receivers

by K. ROYAL

RESULTING from the introduction into

receivers of such things as flyback e.h.t., d.c.

attenuation in the video amplifier to picture

tube circuit and mean-level vision a.g.o, there has

been a progressive worsening of the black-level

performance of receivers over the years.

The O.C. Component

Early designers were very critical of the black-
.

level until it was generally agreed that some atten-

uation of the d.c. component of the vision signal

subsequent to the vision detector was, in fact,

desirable since it tended to mask certain reception

shortcomings.
As a consequence, attenuation of the d.c. compo-

nent was purposely introduced in a small and

controlled manner by the connection of a resistive

potential -divider between the video output valve

and the cathode of the picture tube. Since those

days a great deal of attention has not been given to

the d.c. component. However, the somewhat discon-

certing effects resulting in modern receivers from an

excessive loss in d.c. component have in recent

months led to new thoughts on the subject.

One outcome of this is a new and clever circuit

evolved in the Mullard laboratories for black-level

correction, not by reducing the attenuation of the

d.c. component—a process which is virtually

impossible in modern domestic receivers—but by
feeding into the picture tube circuit an equalising

voltage whose magnitude varies during a pro-

gramme to correct for the change in black-level

which results from the total or complete loss of the

d.c. component in the video circuits.

This circuit has the advantage of being simple to

design into new receivers and also, from our point

of view, of being not too difficult to introduce into

existing receivers with remarkable results. Before

the circuit is investigated, however, we should

refresh our minds on the subjects of the d.c. com-
ponent of the vision signal and the need for black-

level correction.

We will look at these things from the aspect of

the 40 5 -line signal which, as is well known, rises

from black, positively towards white, as shown in

Fig. 1(a). The principles which are about to be

explained also apply to the 625-line signal, but this

rises from black, negatively towards white.

Block Level

Now, the video signal in modern sets is applied

to the cathode of the picture tube. Theoretically,

the picture tube is biased by adjusting the bright-

•Peak white

Peak white

Fig. \—Positive-going picture signal as transmitted (a) and

as present at the cathode of the picture tube, assuming a

fully stabilised black-level (b).

S~*\

DC
path

/ \
Fig. 2—A d.c. path is generolfy present from the vision

detector to the cathode of the picture tube, as this circuit

shows.
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ncss control so that a signal transmitted at black-
level sets the bias to the threshold of screen
illumination. This means that the screen illumina-
tion is then tied to the rises and falls of the picture
signal, relative to the black-level.
From the illumination point of view, the sync

pulses can be discounted since they axe below the
black-level.

Of course, because the picture signal is applied
to the picture tube cathode, as distinct from the
grid, it must rise negatively towards white, as
shown in Fig. 1(b). This is achieved by connecting
the vision detector to supply a positive-going pic-
ture signal to the control grid of the video output
valve. At the anode of this valve the picture signal
is then negative-going, due to the phase reversal
effect of the valve.

The fact that the signal (shown at (b) in Fig. 1)
negatively from zero means that there must

exist a d.c. path right from the vision detector to
the cathode of the picture tube, as shown in Fig. 2.

In all 405-line receivers such a path exists though,
as already mentioned, a degree of attenuation may
be present between the video amplifier and the tube
cathode.
However, in spite of this d.c. path, the tube may

fail to respond illumination-wise from black, for the
d.c component of the vision signal can be
destroyed in ways other than by lack of a d.c path
from the detector to the tube. One way results from
the action of the vision a.g.c. system.

A4eon Level A.G.C.

Almost all modern receivers employ so-called
mean-level vision a.g.c. Here the a.g.c. control bias
is derived from the control grid of the sync separa-
tor valve. In effect, the negative voltage at this
electrode assumes a level proportional to the mean
value of the composite vision signal Thus, if the
picture signal is predominandy white, the negative
control bias produced at the grid of the sync
separator valve is far greater than when the signal is

at black-level or when the signal corresponds to
dark scenes.

The effect, then, is for the gain of the receiver to
vary in a way that is dependent on the average
amount of white in the picture. The gain is auto-
matically turned down when the picture is com-
posed of a lot of white and automatically turned up
when the picture is composed of a lot of grey and
black.

On the picture the effect is that of a raising of the
black-level on dark scenes and of a reduction on
scenes which are predominantly bright. This is

similar to the brightness control being turned up
when the scene goes dark and being turned down
when the scene goes light.

Sooty-grey Background

Of recent years the effects have become so notice-
able that television producers have been forced to
take them into account and to avoid televising scenes
of very low illumination level. General symptoms
of the loss of the d.c. component of the vision signal
include streaking from captions, sooty-grey back-
ground which should really be black and a complete

blacking out of objects in a dark background when
the sky in the picture is particularly bright and the
bottom part of the scene is in the shade. This latter
symptom is particularly troublesome during the
televising of ordinary films, made without thought
to the black-level problems of television.
The shortcomings of mean level vision a.g.c. are

removed by the use of a vision a.g.c system which
is pulsed or keyed to sample only the black-level
portion of the vision signal. The resulting bias
potential is then proportional to the black-level of
the picture and is unaffected by the actual picture
signal. Keyed or black-level vision a.g.c. systems
had a period of popularity, but even when they
were adopted many receiver designers continued
purposely to attenuate the d.c. component to reduce
the effects of aircraft flutter and the interaction
between the brightness and contrast controls. As
a consequence, the additional expense of the keyed
system was eventually considered unncessary and
the mean-level system was employed almost exclu-
sively.

To picture tube
cathode

fig. 3—The black-level reference of t/ie vision signal is

destroyed by passing the signal through an o.c. coupling
of the nature illustrated.

If extra special care is taken to retain the d.c
component in receivers, it is found that the
ordinary user has difficulty to establish the correct
settings for the brightness and contrast controls.
Not only does the setting of one control affect the
other, but certain reception shortcomings are also
emphasised, aircraft flutter in particular.

Aircraft Flutter

The variations in strength of the signal picked up
by the aerial due to signal reflections from a passing
aircraft adding to and subtracting from the direct
signal affect the d.c. component of the vision signal
more than they affect the higher frequency video
component. Thus, a set with a very good d.c res-
ponse exhibits great changes in brightness level as
the reflecting aircraft passes by. Moreover, this kind
of receiver is also likely to promote excessive picture
tube beam currents, and it is not unusual for the
tube to be forced into grid current.
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fig, 4—To attenuate the d.c. component as on artifice for

reducing the effects of passing aircraft, the network Rl

.

R2 and CI is often present in modern receivers. Rl jR2 also

serve to keep the tube heater/cathode potential at a low

value.

The d.c. component of any signal is lost as soon

as the signal is passed through an a.c. coupling,

such as a resistor/capacitor network. Some dual-

standard receivers employ an a.c. coupling between

the vision detector and the video output valve either

on both standards or—more often—only on the 625-

line standard. Such a coupling is shown in Fig- 3.

Attenuation of the d.c. component between the

yideo output valve and the picture tube cathode is

accomplished by a network similar to that shown
in Fig. 4. Rl and R2 form a resistive potential-

divider and thus reduce the value of the d.c. com-
ponent. The higher frequency video components

are not attenuated, since the reactance of CI "looks"

to the video signals as almost a short circuit.

Video Waveforms

In Fig. 5 are shown at (a) three video waveforms

as transmitted with the black held to zero potential.

Tr"—n~
rr

(0

O)

nz:_nz:zrrBlack

(i0 (lli)

(tf
XI

wn=rtBlack

CO

a
i

Black

n
SAs4z\em

(b)
(t0

mBack

Fig. 5—When the d.c. component of

the vision signof is fully retained, the

black-level remains constant irres-

pective of the video waveform. Three

typical video waveforms are shown

at (a). When the d.c, component is

test, the waveforms settle equally

either side of the zero datum and the

bfack-levei rises and falls according

to the make-up of the video signals,

as shown at (b).

(ill)

These factors are considerably reduced by the

attenuation of the d.c. component. On the one hand,

therefore, complete retention of the d.c. component

is desirable from the picture quality aspect, while

on the other hand, it is undesirable because it shows

up reception problems and makes the set more diffi-

cult to operate. Until the advent of the Mullard

black-level correction circuit, there was no alterna-

tive than to design a domestic receiver for d.c.

suppression. High quality monitor receivers, of

course, are in a professional category, and in the

main these are designed with black level vision

a.g.c, stabilised power supplies and other refine-

ments which ensure that the d.c. component is fully

retained.
For accurate rendering of the grey tones of a

picture, there are factors in addition to pure d.c.

coupling and the use of black-level a,g.c. which

need to be satisfied. These include adequate stabili-

sation of the picture tube potentials over the video-

frequency spectrum, a constant level of video drive

and a constant depth of vision modulation.

Sufficient reason, therefore, why the relatively poor

black-level performance of modern receivers has

remained.

When such signals are passed through an a.c

coupling the d.c. black-level reference is lost com-

pletely. The waveforms then appear as at (b), with

equal areas of the waveforms above and below the

zero datum line. While the black-level of the wave-

forms (i), (ii) and (iii) at (a) is constant, at (b) in

the corresponding waveforms, the black-level is a

little below the zero datum at (i), well above at (ii)

and a little above at (iii). In effect, then the video

waveform, whatever shape it may take, balances

equally either side of the datum.
All this boils down to the fact that the mean bias

on the picture tube varies in accordance with the

picture signal. The instantaneous bias, of course,

must follow the picture signal, but the mean bias

should always be tied to the black-level, as we have

seen.
So far, then, we have seen that the black-level of

the picture can be stabilised properly by the use of

d.c. couplings throughout the video channel (that is.

from the detector to the picture tube), by the use of

a black-level, gated a.g.c. system and by ensuring

that the power supplies, especially those associated

with the picture tube and video amplifier, them-

selves are adequately stabilised.
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We have also seen that various

compromises are adopted in

practice kid that full stabilisation

of the black-level is neither

economically feasible in domestic

sets nor technically desirable due
to the resulting difficulty encoun-
tered in adjusting the brightness

and contrast controls.

Correcting Bias Potential

PRACTICAL TELEVISION March, 1965

HX+

<m

"*IjO*47±jF

Video output

valve

w
Sync

Separator
valve

Vision AGC

In the Mullard circuit no
attempt is made to improve the

basic d.c. performance of the

receiver. Indeed, a.c. couplings

are purposely introduced! The
circuit works by feeding back into

the tube bias network a potential

which changes in the opposite

way to the mean bias changes
resulting from the video signal.

Suppose, for instance, the scene

changes from light to dark. We
have seen that this, due to d.c.

suppression, causes a drift in the

main bias on the tube so that the

beam current is increased. This is,

the tube bias is decreased. Under
this condition, the Mullard circuit

provides a correction potential

that eases the bias and thus

effectively restores the black-level.

Conversely, a bias increase

resulting from a scene changing
from a predominantly dark value

to a predominantly light value is

countered by the circuit pro-

ducing a potential that reduces
the effective tube bias. Note that the instantaneous

changes in tube bias resulting from the components
of the picture signal proper are unaffected by the

circuit. It responds essentially to the average

amount of picture illumination as a whole.

How ft Works

The circuit is given in Fig, 6. Here is shown the

ordinary video amplifier valve feeding the picture

tube and the sync separator valve. The extras to an

existing receiver are the EF80 " brightness control
"

valve and associated components. These are

indicated thus*.

The EF80 is arranged as a cathode-follower. The
anode is tied to h.t. positive and the cathode is

loaded with a 47kfl and a lmft, across which is

connected an 0-22wF capacitor, the combination

forming a time-constant.

Differentiated Pulses

Video signal at the cathode of the picture tube is

coupled through an 005,«F capacitor to the screen

grid of the EF80 and the valve is " gated " by
differentiated pulses from the sync separator valve

being applied to the control grid. The valve is

56pF

HfeT

-AA/W*

Fig . 6—Circuit of the Mallard biack-level corrector.

biased so that conduction occurs only on the

positive-going tips of the differential line sync

pulses. As these pulses correspond in time to the

back porches or black-level of the video signal, the

black- level of the signal is, in effect, " sampled

and the extent of conduction of the valve is gover-

ned by the black-level value.

Thus, across the cathode resistors is developed i

potential whose value is proportional to the black-

level of the signal at the tube cathode. This potentia

is stabilised bv the 0-22/aF charging capacitor am
is fed to the tube grid through the 47kfl resistor

Thus, if the black-level tends to shift, say, due to ;

rise in mean potential at the cathode, it is restoret

to its correct level by the correction potentia

applied to the grid.

Brightness Control Network

The circuit is not difficult to get working. Th
extra components required are marked with ai

asterisk. Note that it is also necessary to change th

brightness control network from the grid of th

tube to the cathode and also to introduce

capacitor between the cathode and the anode of th

video output valve. The 47kil resistor is generall

present in the tube grid circuit as a " hold-off " fo

the blacking pulses fed from the frame timebase. |
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TELEVISION AND RADIO

LINE DISTRIBUTION
8y H. t. Penrose

JO'- Postage I'-.

RADIO & TELEVISION REFER-
ENCE DATA by i. P. Hawker. IO'b,
Postage I

'-.

TRANSISTOR TELEVISION RE-
CEIVERS by T. D, Towers, 5S'-.
Postage I '-.

HORIZONTAL SWEEP SERVIC-
ING HANDBOOK by J. Darr.
10'-, Postage I'-.

DUAL-STANDARD & 625-LINE
TELEVISION RECEIVERS by G.
J. King, 8'6, Postage 6d.

UNDERSTANDING TELEVISION
by J, R. Daviev 37'6, Postage I '(,.

RADIO & TELEVISION TEST IN-
STRUMENTS by G. J. King, IS'-,
Postage I'-.

HOW TELEVISION WORKS by
W. A. Holm. 35'-, Postsge I'-.

RADIO, TELEVISION & ELEC-
TRICAL REPAIRS by R. C Norris.
SO'-, Postage 2'6.

COMPLETE CATALOGUE I'..

BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKIST
of British and American Technical Books

THE MODERN BOOK CO.
19-21 PRAED STREET
LONDON, W.2
Phone: PADdington 4185

Open 6 days 9-6 p.m.

NEW VALVES!
Guaranteed Set Tested

24-HOUR SERVICE
IS, 185, 1T4. 3S4, 3V4. DAF91. DFS1. DKttt.
SO.. DWV SET OK 4. 14/-.
AFW, DF9U. DK06, DIM. SET OF 4. UJJ/..

U 3/9 D]j94 5/- PCL83 7/9
>d 4/9 DL96 6/8
I 473 DY88 6/6

DY37 T/B
EABCWJ 5/9
KBC41 9/3

6
4
4

4
T3GT
70
;ao
(TO

4/9
473
3/3
2/3
4/3
67-

5/3
1/3
3/3
4/3

I^GT 4/6
'6G 3/6
3GT 6(3
K70T 3/3ml s/6
37GT 3/3
Pi 13/3
L60 4/9
PL.1
L6GT

7/9

,33
IC32
>lF91

"33
^l

m
CM
£91
£32
£96
j33
J3
JS2

5/9
8/6
7/9
3/3
5/6
7/B
e/3
Q/6
3/6
7/6
4/3
6/9
8/3
6/9
6/6
4/3

EBF8 i

ECC8I
ECC82
Eccai
ECC«4
BCC88
BCF80
BCF83
ECH42
ECHfll
ECL8Q
ECL83
EF41
EFHOmm
EF88
EF89
EL41
EL84
EY51
EY88
EZ40
Ezau
EZS1
KT41
PCCA4

'

PCF«)
PCF6S
PCF806
PGZJH

5/6
3/6
4/6
4/9
6/3
67-
5/6
5/9
7/3
6/-
5/9
8/6

&§
4/8
8/6

4/9
5/6
5/8
5/-
3/9
4/3
6/6
5/6
8/6

%l
91-
6/3

PCL84
p£p
PL&l
FE83
PL83
PL«4
PTM
Ptaa
»->'.•.

PY81
FYS2
PYB3

7/6
7/9

v.
5/-
5/-

8/6
8/6
4/9

5/6
PT800 5/11
U35 9/.
L'26 8/6
U1S1 91-
U301 11/-
U801 15/-
UABC60 5/-
L"AF42 8/9
UBC41 6/-
UBF80 6/6
UCC84 7/11
UCC85 6/-
UCF80
UCH42
'-~cnm

UF41
UF8U
UL41
UI.B4
URIC
UY41
UYB5

8/3
8/9
5/9
7/3
9/6
8/3
5/9
8/9
6/9
5/-

3/11
5/3

tsuuj-e Git, per valve extra. Any Parcel
sured against Damusre in Transl t fid .extra.

Any C.O.D, Parcel 4/3 ejrtra.
Office address, no callers

3ERALD BERNARD
83 OSBALDESTON ROAD,
STOKE NEWINGTON,

LONDON. N.16.
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OUTSTANDING WIRECOMP OFFERS!
1

TV CHASSIS MADE BY FAMOUS BRITISH
MANUFACTURER FOR U.K. USE

Switchable time base to 625 lines. Brand new and unused but store soiled. 13 valve
plus 2dJode circuit. Designed for 110* electrostatic Cathode Ray Tube—wUl take
171e„ 18in.. 2Iln. or231n. tube. Fitted with band I/1U Turret tuner—complete with 12
setsofcollB. Aii controls fitted. Chassis size: :ain. high jc lain, widoxofn deep Sound
output transformer fitted Lor 3 ohm speaker.For 200/250 V.A.C./D.C. mains operation.
COMPLETE WITH VAXVBK AND BANDS 1/111 Tl ItKKT Tl'NKH— ll\-TESTED BUI AIX COMPONENTS AND VAL\ lis FLELY GUARANTEED
WIRECOMP'S PRICE 13 GNS. Oarmje .nd Peking I2'6 mtm.

AVAILABLE FULLY TESTED 15 GNS.
Can be supplied with brand new I7in. C.R.T. at an additional co«t of 11.

Carnage and Packing I7'6 extra.

BARGAIN HUNTERS LOOK!
WIRECOMP'S BARGAIN STORE, 48 Tottenham Court Road., W.I
Thousands of bargains: Transistor Radios — Record Players — Tape Recorders
Radiograms — boo. ftMla n>n-.t;iuuy <<imi>KinK — Koi-k. Bottom Prices.

EXPORT MODEL TV CHASSIS
S25 line T.V. chassis {Export Model*. For 330-ffiO v, A.C./D.C. mains. Fitted with
Bands 1/111 turret tuner. Fully loaded with IS nets of call* tor all CC1R channels
in these bands. F/M sound. Made by famous British manufacturer. 15 Mullard
valves. Electrostatic focus and deliectlon. Will lake Fin.. lffln.. 3Un. or 231n CRT
All controls Sued. Supplied new and unused with all valves, 7in. x 41n. speaker
.Loss tube and cabinet) Circuit data Included FREE.

WIRECOMP'S PRICE £23 Carriage and PaeSUwr FREE to any
• •^•-ww. ,1 w i imx_i_ «.w part of the world.

ITIn. C.R.T, auUlnlile m £^» t-xtrn—larger lobe* can iw quoted for on- request.

EXTENSIVE STOCKS OF ALL ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT — COMPONENTS — CHASSIS ETC.

WIRECOMP ELECTRONICS
323 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2. AMB 71 IS
378 HARROW ROAD, LONDON, W.9 CUN 9530

Open all day Saturday, Early Closing Thursday
MAIL ORDERS to 378 Harrow Road. W.9

Your complete basic guide
devoid of mathematics and circuitry

128 pages

58 diagrams

ONLY tSs. _

BEGINNER'S
GUIDE TO
COLOUR

TELEVISION
by Terence L. Squires,

A.M.BritJ.R.E.

Explains fully how the sig-

nals are created in the tele-

vision studios, how they are
transmitted and the

techniques used to
receive and display

them. Covers: Hist-

orical Outline - The
Colour Signal - The
Chrominance Signal -

Colour Transmission -

Receiving the Colour Signal -

Domestic Aerial Systems - The
Receiver Block Diagram - The
SECAM Receiver etc.

15s. from all Booksellers ... or in coie of difficulty,
16*. by post from George Newnej Ltd., Tower House
Southampton Street, tendon, W.C.I

. - NEWNfS

Order
your
copy
NOW!
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AERIALS

ALL TYPES OF TV, FM AERIALS
AVAILABLE

BBC I dipole, IB'-; 'H\ 38'-; X', 34'*;

ITA 3 elegant, Zl '-; S el., 29'-; 8 el.. 35'-.

Combined 1+5. 35'-; 'H' + S. 4V-; loft 1+5
compact with pole. M'6; F.M. 3 ei., 39'-.

BBC II B el., 33'- j 14 el., 39'-, 20 ei, 57'*.

Price includes damps and postage.

J. R. R. BAKER,
35 St Mark'* Road, Windsor, Berkshire.

FOR SALE

VALVE CARTONS at keen prices.

Send 1/- for samoie and list. 3. a- a.

BOXMAKERS, 75a Godwin Street,

Bradford 1.

Hammer Finish Paint. The modern
finish for electronics, can be brushed
or sprayed Blue or Silver. 2ioz, tins

3.' 6, i pint 7/6, 1 pint 15/-. Post 6d.,

on any order. Amazing results. Try
some I Trade supplied. FINNIGAN
SPECIALITY PAINTS I FT), Mickifty
Sou-are, Stocksfield. Northumberland.

500 TELEVISIONS, not working, from
5'.. Callers only. 39 Whitehorse Lane,
E.i. Opposite Stepney Green Station.

METAL RECTIFIERS
RECTIFIERS—CONTACT COOLED
14BA1SS9 L*'C10!> type 250 v., 230 mil, 18/8;

I3&A1983 (7081) type -ISO v., iW inA.. 17/B:

S30 mA., IB/6; EC1, 18/-; FC118, 7/8.

RECTIFIERS—FIN TYPES
Egni«. for RM4 18/fl: KM5 17/B; 14A989 18/8:

14&8C 10/8: 14AH7 11/8; EK'J 15/-: -LKS 15/-:

i4AB«> is/-; L,wis ie/-: ltvt is/-: haiw
19/-; FWlSJV, 1A */-; 2A, 7/-: *A. 10/8;

U, 18/8.

SILICON XT 7/6, or with iiuitt. resistor-

coodeaser, »)-.

M0LTIMETEES Iran St}-.

dtamptd envelope for full latest selection and
bargain offer* In cheap meters car tadio and
(ran^isior radio*. Cnder £1 F. * P. 6d„ over

i'l Poai Free.

NO C.O.D.

DURHAM SUPPLIES
175 Durham Road, Brad lord S, Torkiniw

RAISBa 4/- per Une or pan
thereof, average five words to line.

in iiiiuitun 'I lines. Bo* No. 1/- extra,
^(ivertlsements must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager, •PrneUeal Television'

%

Tower House, Southampton Street,
London W.C.S.

SETS & COMPONENTS
(continued)

TUBES—FAMOUS MAKES!
MW43 69, AW43/80, MW36/24, AW43/88,
etc. Fully screened, aluminised, 100% new
(except glass). Mostly £4.15s. (I2'6 cge.).

LISTS. One Year** Guaranwe Card.
We do NOT sell regunned only tubes.

NEW VALVES. 12 months guarantee!
BY 100, EYSI, EY86, PY8I, PY801 ... V-
PL8I, PCFB0, PCL82. 3QCi, PC86-8 ... 9'-

PY80O, BY 100, ECH8I, EF89, 57'- dot. mixed

FREE lists of valves, tubes. Transformers '

by Murphy. Ekco. Pye, etc.

Return of post service.

P. BEARMAN, 43 Leicester Road,
|

New Barnet, Herts. Tel: BAR 1934

AERIALS ANO PREAMPLIFIERS:
S.A.E. with a. note of your require-

ments. Excellent high gain Loft
Aerials combined BBC/ITV. only 51 /•

post paid. Radio and Television
Snare Parts Service second to none;
iet us quote. B, BLACK £.* CO. LTD.,
150 Richmond Road Gillinghum,
Kent. Telephone 527T2.

SETS & COMPONENTS

A,l. POST FREE BARGAINS. Guaran-
teed reclaimed valves. Send for full

list to: Dept MO/T. A.l. Radio Com-
ponents. 14 The Borough, Canter-
bury, Kent.

" HEATH KITS" can now be seen in

London and purchased on H.P. Free
Brochure. DIRECT TV REPLACE-
MENTS LTD., 126 Hamilton Road,
West Norwood, SE27. GIPsy Hill 6166.

EKCO—FERRANTI U2S
L.O.T.S

Perspex housings to suit above
14'- each. Post Free.

4 at £3.10. (2 at £4.10.

Agents for all Bang & Olufsen items. B. & O.

Beolit. World's Best Transistor Radio

Latest Models now in stack. L.M.S. VHP

—

2 tone controls—flywheel tuning—tuning

indicator—Use as Car Radio—Direction
Finder—Beyond comparison at 32 Gns,

BOYLAN ELECTRONICS
Church St„Warrenpoint, N. Ireland

FOURTEEN HOdeg. Cathode Ray
Tubes for disposal, new, unused.
£3 10:. each. Buyer collects. G. A.

STURDY, 125 Manor Court Road,
Nuneaton. Warwickshire,

R.H RADIO & TV SERVICE

44 MARRET STREET

BACUP, Lanes.

Telephone: 465

6FI3
6K25
6/30L2
EBF80
EF9I
ECC82
20P3
3QPLI
PCC84
PCL83
PL83
PZ30
I0FI
I0PI4
20OI
30FLI
PV32

4'4
10'-
5'-

5'-

1'6
4>-

5'.

5'-
4'.

5'-

41-

y.
V-
Si-
21-

6'fe

*'-

6FI5 5'.

6U4gc S'.

EB9I 1'-

EBF89 5'-

EF85 5'-

EY86 4'-

20P4 7'6
PL38 V-
PCF80 4'-

PL8I 5'.

PY8I 3'6

U80I 7'6

lOLDIi 5'-

20LI 5'-

20PI 4'6
30PI2 If*

PY33 7't

6Lie
9BW6
6r I

EF80
ECCBI
ECL80
30F5
PL36
PCL82
PL82
PY83
U30I
I0PI3
20F2
20PS
30P4
PY82

4'4

S<-

2'6
1'6
4'-

41-

V-
7'6
• '-

4'-

5'-
4'.

S'6
5'ft

6'6
7'*
S'-

TELEVISION TUBE SHO
We have the following

Unused, Guaranteed Tubes
in Stock now

AW34-20, 21 £S-

AW36-80 £5.

AW43-80, 68 £«•

AW43-89 £4.1

AW47-90, 91 £7-1

AW53-80 £71

AW53-88 £7.1

CI4BM, FM £5

CI7BM.FM, HM
CI7LM, PM, SM
Cl\ HM, SM, TM
CMEI402 £5. 7

CMEI702, 1703 £4.12

CMEI705 £7. 7

CME2I0I £8. 7

CRMW £4. 2

CRMI24 £4.12

CRMI4I, 2,3,4 £5. 7.

CRM1S2, 153 £5.17.

CRM171.2.3 £*. 7

CRM2II.212.... £7.17.

MW4-2 - £4.17.

MW22-I4 «. 2.

MW3I-I4, 74 M. 2,

MW34-24, 44 £5. 2,

MW4I-I £4-12.

MW43-64. 49 £4. 7,

MW43-60 £4- 7,

MW53-20 £7J2
MW53-80 £7.12

T90IA £4.12

I4KP4A, I4IK £5.

I7IK, I72K. I73K £«-

490IA £4-

720IA, 7203A £5.

7204A £5.

740IA £4.

7405A £4.

All tubes tested before despat<

and guaranteed for 12 months.

CARRIAGE lO'-.via B.RS c

I5>- via passenger train.

TERMS £2 down (plus carriag

balance £1 per month.

Midland Stockists:

—

Amateur Electronics Co.
240 Lichfield Road, Aston,
Birmingham.

Post 6d. per valve. Three or more
post free.

Turret Tuners ex TV as removed,

IrH post 2/-.

Line output transformers, scan
coils, etc State make and model
No. with all enquiries.

MW 43/49 tubes, reclaimed, 37 4

incl. carr., guaranteed 6 months.

Speakers, 10 in., die cast alloy

chassis, 17,4.

S.A.E.. with all querist.

Shop Soiled Tubes (unused)

(Subject to Availability)

I4in. CRMI4t,2 47'6, Others 57

I7in. CRMI7I. MW43-69, 43-<

75'-. Plus Carriage. Guarante<

for 12 months.

TELEVISION TUBE SHO
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROA
LONDON S.W.I I. BAT 68

South of the Bridge. Open Sai

until 4 p.m.
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IBES. AERIALS. VALVES
.i;. aerials. Bands I, 11 & ni aerials.
.F. transistorised booster* I T V
iters Reeunned T.V, tubes. Values' etc'w and second-hand T.V. sets, Transistor

fdios and alj types of Electrical Appll-
icea. Quotations without obligation
axial cable, fluorescent iiiriit fittings,

Pt
special prices to the trade and Hon™

3.A.B. for list.

. A. STRANGE
EIJJ, NOHXH WllAXHAlL,
nbam, Wilts, Tel. Marshfleld 236

RECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD.
pgest stockists of TV components in
Je U.K. Line Output Transformers.
rarue Output, Transformers, Deflec-
tt Colls for most nates, Official
jle suppliers for many set makers.w Day Despatch Service. Terms:
.O.D. or O.W.O. Send S.A.E for
Uotes. Day and Night Telephone:
•IPsy Hill 6166. 126 Hamilton Road
/est Norwood,

STOP!
NEW

FULLY GUARANTEED
INE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
IRTUALLY ANY MAKE SUPPLIED

J.BA ...

USH ...

IOSSOR
iERANT
KCO Range
MERSON Range
ERGUSON
i.E.C. ...

I.M.V. ...

B
hiLco"
VE, etc

EXCHANGE
ONLY

386
EACH

25 type EKCO LOPT's supplied complete
: 40'-, not exchange,

ost and picking 3'- CO.D. S'-.

leu* send S.A.E. for any other detaili.

elivery in most cases 24 hours, maximum
72 hours.

WITWORTH
tadio & Television Service

Ltd.

26 ALL SAINTS ROAD
North Kensington, London, W.I I.

el: BAY 9071. Open alt day Mon.-Sat. inc.

WANTED
EW VALVES WANTED . EY51,
Y86, PL81. POC84, FCF80. PCL82,
CL 83. PY81, R19. 3QP19. D25 etc
est cash prices by return. DURHAM
UPPLIERS. 175 Durham Rd.. Brad-
>rd 8. Yorks

ERVICE SHEETS purchased
AMILTON RADIO. Western Road,
:. Leona-rds, Sussex.

PROMPT CASH OFFER for your
irplus brand new Valves and Tran-
sfers, R.H.S., Beverley House.
annriile Terrace, Bradford 7.

SERVICE SHEETS (TS.QOOL 4/- each
Callers welcome: ALWAYS OPEN
5 South Street. Oakeoshaw, Bradford.

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, T.V.. 5.Q00
models. List l/-. S.A.E. enquiries.
TELRAy, n Mandland Bk.. Preston.

SERVICE SHEETS
For all makes of Radio and Television

—

IW5-I964. Prices from I'-.

Free fault-finding guide with all Service
Sheets. Please send S.A.E. with enquiries.
Catalogue of 6,000 models, I '6.

AH types of modern and obsolete valves.
Radio and TV books. S.A.E. lists enquiries.

HAMILTON RADIO
Western Road, St. Leonards. Sussex

S.E.S. SERVICE SHEETS for all TV.
Radio and Tape Recorders, esc List
1/6 plus S.A.E, SUN ELECTRICAL
SERVICES, 38 St. George's Road.
Hastings, Sussex.

SERVICE SHEETS, a'^so Current and
Obsolete valves for sale. JOHNGILBERT TELEVISION, lb Shep-
herd's Bush Road. London W6 Tel:
SHE 8441 Nr Goldhawk Rd. Station.

STATE MODEL No. Radio th, TV 2>S.
SA.E. Darwin, 19 George Street. St.
Helena, Lanes,

SERVICE SHEETS
4'« each, plus postage

We have the largest display of Ser-
vice Sheets for all makes and types
of Radios, Televisions, Tape Recor-
ders, etc. in the country, (speedy
service,)

To obtain the Service Sheet you
require, please complete the at-

tached coupon:
from :

Name:

Address:

To: S.P. DISTRIBUTORS
44 Old Bond St., London, W.I

Please supply Service Sheets for the
following

:

Make:

Model No Radio/TV
Make:

Model No Radio/TV
Make:

Model No...

New 1965 List now available.

I also require list of Service Sheets
at 16.

{phase delete items not applicable)

/ enclose remittance of

MAIL ORDERS ONLY (MaPT.)

MISCELLANEOUS
CONVERT ANY TV SET into an

ope. Instructions and dia-
grams 12-6, REDMOND, 42, Dean-
close, Ports! ad e, Sussex.

EDUCATIONAL

THE INCORPORATED PRACTI-
TIONERS IN RADIO & ELEC-
TRONICS (I.P.R.E.) LTD. Member-
ship Conditions booklet XI-, Sarap."
copy of I.P.R.E. Official Journal 2 ..

post free. Secretary. Dept. C, 32 Kid-
more Road, Oaversham. Reading.
Berks.

X__
—b ± V b2— 4 ac

2iT
DON'T FUMBLE

with Formulae. I '•* '•won
Master Mathema- Wanddelailt
tics quickly and CDEC
easily the Under-
standable Way.

The Dryden School of
UNDERSTANDABLE MATHEMATICS

" L. Dryden Chamber*, Oxford
St., London W.I.

Name
, „.,„ .

I
Address , tittt *

.:::::::::::: ; i

•>—_-_-__ __'__.«

BOOKS A PUBLICATIONS

ANOTHER NEW KING BOOK

| RADIO S AUDIO SERVICING HAMDBOOrTl

rraeUcAl guMe to tealt-tncirjf. *4Ju*tffieiat
and repair m **ive and uauisutor radio*,
radtofrainn. tnnern, record player*, turntable
units and tape rmtrrltn. £8/8 by po*t.

COMMUNAL AERIALS 4 COAXIAL RELAY
PRACTICE

Not I* tht time to get to imov more about
Muter FM TV Aortal Syatema for neighbour*
hariutt one aerial, etc.

Ttali book n> litrdan J. Kint nhw« moat o« the
M^wtrt id thirteen chapter* (or only ft/-.

A MUST for all interested in getting hetter TV
*fMeg4*Bfk

from

GORDON J. KING
"Enterprise," Korlh Boundary Ri, Briihaia,

Defon. Trt. 2404

SITUATIONS VACANT
RADIO AND TV Exams and Courses
by Britain's finest home-studv School,
Coaching for Brit I.R.E. City and
Guilds Ama tear's licence, R.T. E. B.,
P.M.G. certificate. etc. Free Brochure
from British National Radio School,
Russell Street, Rending.

HAVE you ever thought ol being a
TV Field Service Engineer? If you
Uve near Staines, Walford. Harrow
or Slreathum and can drive, then we
would like to hear from vou. Phone,
write or call, Mr R. BOXER.
Western Rentals. 13 The Broadway.
Lougnton. Plioae: Lougnton i»i*/
2837.
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HAVE YOU EVER

SEEN T.V. TROUBLES?

Thai is "Pin-Point T.V. Troubles in 10
minutes" we mean! Thousands of Practical
Television readers already own and use "T.V.
Troubles" every day. Designed for use by
amateur or expert, this amazingly practical
manual shows you how to rind the trouble In
any T.V. circuit FAST!
A stmolp cross-Index tells you where
you'll find cause of trouble, handy check
charts then help vou accurately loca*e
the EXACT troubli- spot? You will elimi-
nate hours or aggravation, cut out waate
time, because this new Coyne system will

. help you get right down to the heart of
the trouble In minute*.

Over 700 trouble spots are covered In tlie

340 cross-Index pages. Included are 50 time
saving check charts as well as 290 diagrams
and photos together with explanations of
circuits and designs.

YOU CAN USE THIS BOOK RIGHT ON
THE JOB—NO NEED TO MEMORISE!
This Pin-PoInt Book was designed espec-
ially for on-the-job trouble shooting. You
simply turn to the Indexed section, locate
the circuit description and cheek-charts,
and. in minutes you have the trouble spot
located and ready for repair.

SCi COMPLICATED THEORY OR
MATHEMATICS, Just practical circuit
description service methods and trouble
'."SjboLiae techniques to help you make
iiajter T.V. repairs.

i.VEN AN EXPERT CAN SAVE TIME
BY USING "T.V, TROUBLES"

Here la a way to reduce "thinking time'*.

All the logical reasons for each problem
are stated In black and white—you use
your skill to take It from there!

Ddii'C miss out any longer. Time wasted
now locating T.V. faults could be saved by
quick reference to this lightning fast T.V.
problem answer book. Send for your trial
copy now, then when you decide to keep it
i as we are sure yon will), pay only 5/- per
week until completed.

The price? Only 39/6 plus postage.

FREE ELECTRONIC DATA HAND-
BOOK WITH EVERY ORDER

IRONCLAD GUARANTEE
This book must he able to earn you more
than Its cost within two weeks or your
money refunded!

FREE SS page Oscilloscope book will be
Included if vou send cash with order.

FREE TRIAL OFFER!
TERMS ONLY 5/- PER WEEK!

To SIM-TECH TECHNICAL BOOKS
Dept. WX 13

West End, Southampton, Hants,

r~' Fleaae send "T.V. Troubles" ior a roil seven
days' tree trial. It not delighted T may return the
manual, post paid, without further obligation on
tiiy part. Otherwise I will pay caah of 5f* weekly
until paid.

Tick here if enclosing fuH prk'e ol 41/- (which
includes U6 postage). You get iree Oscilloscope
Book. Same 7-day money back guarantee. Overseas

please scad" fall amount (including
Ireland >.

-iiAj... „

NORTHERN TUBE OUNCE
B 4- H TOBES NORTHESN'

6A DENISON ROAD, LEEDS 3

TeL: LEEDS 24G"o

SUPER SCREEN TV TUBES
with full 12 months' guarantee

12"—14° 70 ' £4. 5.0

15"—17" 70 £4.15.0

21' 70° £6.15.0

17" 110° £6.10.0

19" 110° £7. 0.0

21" 110° £8.10.0

Carriage & Insurance 10/- extra

Quantity and Trade Discounts

are available.

PADGETTS RADIO STORES
OLD TOWN HALL

LIVERSEDGE, YORK*
Telephone: Cleokheatoa 2866

USA Bomb Computers in original transit
case, full of gears, motors, viSor eounter,
g-yro, etc., 37/-, carriage 10/-.

Stogie Phase 240 volt. 1400 r.p.tn.. i h.p.
motor with pulley, 28/-, less pulley 84/-,
fully guaranteed, ex washing- machine.
Carriage 8/6.
One sixth h.p. motor. 240 volts, 15/-.
post 6/9.
New Indicator tTnlt, CRT 168, complete
with two tubes, type VCRX393 and VCRX2P8
plus 21 small valves, relays removed 57/-,
oi' less valves 32/-, carriage 10/-. Sorry no
details on the unit.
New ISin, Speakers with built-in Tweeter.
15 or 3 ohms, 28/6- post paid.

VALVE LIST
Ex equipment, 3 months' guarantee

30P4 876
U801 8/6
U281 5/-
C282 5/-
U;J29 5/-
KT36 5/-
KTSS 8/-
&VSGT 4/-
6BS 1/6
6K25 5/-
SP23 3/6
6U4 5/-
PY33 6/-
FY8Q Zh
PY81 3/~
PLS1 4/-
PL82 3/-
FLB3 31-
PL33 3/-
PY82 3/-

Breakins Up Murk in Type
Meter 500 micro-amp.. 5/-. post
Socket. 1/-, post 6(1., doz. 10K post paid.
Jack, 1/6, post (id. Toggle Switch, metal.
6d., post 6d,. doz. 10/-. post paid. Relay-
type 3000, 1/8, post 1/9. doz. 20/-, post paid.
Any other spare send 2/- Plus post to cover.
Bush Nine-inch TV Set. B.B.C. only. Un-
tested but complete, 21/-. carriage 10/-.

Just the Job for a 'Scope. Tested with
good tube. 55/-. B.B.C.-I.T.V. all channels.
75/-, carriage 10/-.

Spare Tubes, 100%, 17/-, carriage 7/6. Sets
well packed but sent at owner's risk.
P.M. Sneakers, es TV Sets. All perfect.
Rola, 6x4, 3/-, post 2/-. Six for 20/-, post
paid,
Goodmans 7 x 4, E/-, post 2/-. Six for 32/-.
post paid. 8 in. Round, 6K post 2/-.

Philips, G.E.C.. Piessey, 6in. and ofo.
Round, 3/-, post 2/-.

Reclaimed TV Tubes, Six months* guaran-
tee. Mullard AW43/80. 30/-: Milliard MW
43/69, 30/-: Mazda CRM172. 30/-J Mazda
CHM142, 17/-, carriage 7/6.

EL91 1/0
F-CLSO »/-
ECC82 »/-
EY51 a/6
nfia 5/-
EBF80 4/6
EB91 m.
BL3B 5/-
EF91 9d,
6F1 1/-
6F14 fV/-

6F15 .=>/-

10C2 S/-
1QF1 1/-
10P13 5/-
10P14 s/-
20D1 21-
20L1 hl-
20P3 41-
20P1 4/-

PCF80 4/-
POOH 4/-
FCL82 5/-
PCL84 S/-
PL36 ft/-
1T4 1/ft
12AT7 »/-
6CH6 1/6
6X4 ah
R18 ;t'fi

ARP12 1/6
807 5/-
EF50 11-

Doz. 6/-
6K7 1/3

Doz 10/-
SV6 1/fl

DOZ 18/-
8KB 1/9

Doz Ittf-

Ijv 19 Sets,
st 1/9. Jack

BBC2 (625 LIME) TV AERIALS

EXTERNAL MAST1

MOUNTING AHRAVS
9 element 45/-; 11 element 55/-; .

14 element 62/6WA1X MOUNTED with CRANKED
ARM, 9 element 60/-; 11 element 67/6;
14 element 75/-. CHIMNEY ARRAVS
with LASHINGS, i element 72/-; 11
element SO/-; 14 element 87/6. LOFT
ARRAYS, 7 element 32/6; 11 element
With TILTING ARM & 4 ELEMENT
GRID REFLECTOR 62/6: 14 element
ditto, 70/-. Co-ax. Plugs, 1/3. Low Loss
Co-axial Cable, 1/6 yd.

BBC • ITV F.M. AERIALS
B.B.C. (BAND I), Tele-
scopic lott gl/-. External
S/D 30/-.

1.1.V. (BAND 3). 3 Ele-
>mJ ment loft array 25/*- 5

p " se, , Element 35/-. Wall mount-
ing, 3 Element 35/-. 5
Element 45/-.

COMBINED B.B.C./LT.V.
I U Lott, 1^3. 41/3: 1-5. 48/9.

Wall mounting 1 + y. 56/3:—(frSig 1-&. 63/9- Chimney 1+3.^S^*1 63/9:1^-5.71/3.

F.M- (BAND 3). Loft S/D. 12/6, "H"
30/-. 3 Element, 52/6- External units
available. Co-ax. cable 8*1. I'd, Co-ax.
plugs, 1/3- Outlet boxes, 4/6. Diplcxes
Crossover Boxes 12/6. C.W.O. or C.O.D.
P.P. 3/-. Send 6d. stamps for Illustrated
lists.

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. p/t.)

3b, Godstone Road, Kenley, Surrey
CRO 2527

FIRST-CLASS RADIO

AND T/V COURSES...
GET A CERTIFICATE !

After brief, intensely interesting study
—undertaken at home in your spare

time

—

YOU can secure a recognised

qualification or extend your knowledge
of Radio and T.V. Let us show you how.

FREE GUIDE
The New Free Guide contains 120

pages of information of the greatest

importance to both the amateur and
the man employed in the radio

industry. Chambers College pro-

vides first rate postal courses for

Radio Amateurs' Exam., R.T.E.B.

Servicing Cert., C. & C. Telecoms..
A.M.I.E.R.E. Guide also gives

details of range of diploma courses
in Radio/T.V. Servicing, Electronics

and other branches of engineering,

together with particulars of our
remarkable Guarantee of

SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write now for your copy of this

invaluable publication. It may we//

prove to be the turning point in your
career.

FOUNDED 1865—OVER
IM.OM SUCCESSES^__

CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(Irtcorp. National Inst, of Engineering)

(Dept. 4«2> 148 HOLSORN
LONDON, E.C.I
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REBUILT TUBES!
You're safe when you buy from

RE-VIEW!

Each tube is rebuilt with a completely
new gun assembly and the correct voltage

heater.

Each tube comes to you with a guarantee

card covering it for a year against all but

breakage.

Each tube is delivered free anywhere
in the U.K. and insured on the journey.

Each tube is rebuilt with experience and
know-how. We were amongst the very

first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding

television tubes.

HERE IS WHAT YOU
PAYt

RE-VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
385 LONDON ROAD, WEST CROYDON,
SURREY. Tel. THOrnton Heath 7735

I2in.

Kin.

I5in.

I7in.

I9in.

2lin.

£4.10.0

£4.15.0

£5. 0.0

£5. 0.0

£5.10.0

£7. 0.0

Cash or cheque with
order, or cash on delivery

—Discount for Trade

—

ALSO L-O.Tji

Available for

Alba

Conot
Dtcca

S.E.C.

KJ.

BBC2, TV, RADIO & TAPE REC. SPARES
UHF625BBC2. Modify your sec to BBC2 1955 to 1963

models covered. Complete manufacturers' kit*: available, or
tuners and IF panels separately. Send for free

TV SIGNAL BOOSTER UNITS. Sensational gain all stations,

trans, plug-in types. LABGEAR BBC I, ITA or SBCi £3.15,0, PERDIO
BBC2 £3.10.0. Post free.

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. AJ1 popular types avail-

able brand new, exact replacements fully guaranteed. A selection

which can be supplied:

PHILIPS 1768 to I7TGI00 ate, STELLA
3617 to 1007. etc. ... ... 92'4

EKC0 22I to 331 IU15 types) 48'*

FERRANTI 100) to 101 1 (U25 types) ... 48'6

EKCO FERRANTI (U26 perspex types) ... 62'6

FERGUSON 406 to 606 etc.. 45'*; 306, 30B48'*
PHILCO 1000 etc. 89'*. MARCONI VTIS7

etc .
«5'6

KB Royal Star PVP20. QVP20 ,
78'6

HMV 1840 to 1854. 68'-; 1865 to 1869 .... 48'6

1870, 1890, 1910, 1920, etc, ... *5'6

SOBELL TSI7, 346. 48'6; 171, 172, 173 etc. 47'*

McMICHAEL M 17, M72, M74 etc. .. 67'4

PYE all types available V4 to V700 etc. ... *2'6

Postage and Packing for above L.O.T.s 3 -. C.O.D. 2'6 extra.

i( Also available for all sets ir

SCAN COILS. Frame o. p frame osc. transf., width/linearity

coifs, sound et.'p transf,, mains droppers, control knobs, dual vol,

controls, line osc. transf., resistors, condensers, etc.

TUNER UNITS, fireball, Pye Miniature, incremental, turrets,

channel coils, technical replaremoncs service available.

C.R.T.s Rebuilt by long est, Nat, Co.. New guns Guar. 12 months,
Muilard. Mazda. 14*. 17", £4.5.0,' Brimar, Emiscope, £4.15.0. 21',

£4.10.0, 110 I7'6 extra, carriage 10'-.

TAPE REC CHANGER. Drive Belts. Heads, Pinch Wheels,

Idlers. Motors for most British I incl- WALTER) and Continental.

SALVAGED COMPONENTS. Large selection for popular

models, clean, serviceable condition, turrets, transformers, etc.

'ENQUIRIES tnvited. prices by return. C.O.D. despatch available.

MANOR SUPPLIES
64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON, N.W.1

1

(Callers: 589b, HIGH ROAD (nr Granville Rd). N. Finch" ey
N.I2J. Open all week met. Sat . MIL 91 18 (Day) SPE 4032 (Evg.)

VALVES SAME DAY SERVlCE
NEW ! TESTED ! GUARANTEED !

SETS
I !..r 23/8.

r/SifixeoT o/spra s/8e<
I I l.l 6(6'7U7

Si (3 TIM

ise 8/9 7 VI

*/9 i>iit>;

;/» lit!;,

ey-

3/e
«/-

12/8'

si-

ns

8/0
0/8
6,3

4 It
8/9
3/B
«/3
8/6
9/-

11 19

15/9

Pete

S.'ui:

Pile*

K.C.D
Dynamo

Pam ultra

Emeraon Etc.

w

5/8

•1/8

1/8

::>» DY87 8/-

0'8 EAF42 8/-

B/- EBL21 10/6
S/6 BOC40

ia/n

IT 4/9
B

•:\l a/a

3/B
4/S
7/-

S/S
8/3
8/3
6/3
10/9
8/-

8/3
6/3

5/B
7/11
B/3
T/3

8/-

5/8
6/8
8/8

*l-

inB/3

14/8
8/B
4/8
8/-

'
,

15/-

18/8

15/-

5/8 " ( 11-:

5/9 " " LH3
7/9 I I'4I

8/-
•

kt;w

mvu B/-

12/8
S : - 4/10

01>3 4/8

5/3
!»V«I a/fl!

ft/-:

5/9
7/3

8/-

8/9
5/8
8(-

819
8/a
7/S
8/8
7/6
3(9
7/3
4/9
6/3
V'

H,J

II-
4/9
5/6
ia/a
s/e
2/8
2 '9

READERS RADIO
24 COLBERG PLACE, and at 85 TORQUAY GARDENS.
STAMFORD HILL, I REDBRIDGE, ILFORD,
LONDON, N. 14. STA 4587 I ESSEX. CRE 7441

arcel Insured again-' Dai
xlra-
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y Here's vital time-saving data

•

NEARLY 1.200
CIRCUITS

\

to earn money for you!
NEW— I2th EDITION OF NEWNES RADIO & TV SERVICING
This fe the set >mi Ml SI have to beat the frustration and time loss which
fritter ;iw;i> your opportunities to earn more. To-day with the vast number of
models needing repair and maintenance, more and more difficult repair jobs
will crop up. \ cf these complicated jobs become so simple when you tune the
right information at hand. Here, always ready, is your complete library of
data Newnes famous RADIO & TV SERVICING. Nearly 55,000 sets of
previous editions have been sold . . . sobd proof of its importance to you the
engineer in Radio and TV. You can use this new edition for a week free.

3,500 PAGES OF REPAIR INFORMATION FOR NEARLY

HUNDREDS OF
DIAGRAMS DATA FOR OVER 90 MAKES 1964 BACK TO 1958

\. Alba, Argosy. Buird, Beethoven. Berec. B.R.C.. B.S R.. Bus:
Chann ossor, Cvkton, Danseuc, Decca, Defiant. Di
EA.R ^cihan. Elptco. E.M.I., Ernerion. r rnij, E
Ready I ;lity. Ford Motor Co., Garrjrd. G.B .< ramde.
Grundip. H MA ,, lm icia, K-B , Magnavox. Marconjphone, Masicradto. ' Motoro
Murphy Pageant. Fam. Perdio.

Peio Scott, Philco, Ponadyne.
Portogram. P>e, Pye Telecommunications. Radiamobile.
Raymond. Recording! Devices. RedifTusion, Regenlune,

R.GJTA, Roberts' Radio, Sobelf.

Sonotot. Sonv. Sound. Spencer-West, Standard,
ltd, Stui/j. Thorn, Trans Arena.

Volinaf, Walter.

W;ilih;ini-Si;tnd;iril. Zenith.

TELEVISION

RADIO
RADIOGRAMS
TAPE RECORDERS
RECORD REPRODUCERS
CAR RADIOS

POST COUPON NOW FOR

7days FREE TRIAL
NO CHARGE FOR CREDIT IF KEPT AFTER FREE TRIAL

uvs l.ll)..

London, ^

Please

ligation i

i

months p

I rrFR.si

Address

Occupation

(Mr. M

Tick / mhmn rxipfj'caMa

(TheiiMreuorltHLj-

(RV)4I/1 112 (


